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PACIFIC AREA PROJECT REPORTS

Kin, Okinawa, Project Re^rt
;

1 June •»»- 31 Aug« *74

• -
'

1
-*

First off, T criticise myself for not getting off monthly reports* Yokosuka point

out in a recent letter many reasons that monthly reports should be gotten out and I

agree, with them* Hopefully 1 will be more disciplined in the future aroxind this, and

with ano.ther person here, it should make it easier to do this task and others like it*..^.^

These last ttiree nYohths have been buny and the level of.activity has remained E

much same as It was in the last report* One essential difference is that GIs have

taken many more responsibilities* There are more regulars conning around now and
some of diem have been ar.^. are developing at a considerable rate* More on this late

Legal Work

The legal work continued with a fairly large volume of GIs coming by the center,,.

We gave lots of advice. on discharges and worked to the end with many of the cases*.;B
;.

They Included 2 humanitarians, 2 drug related, and a large number of un8uitabilitles‘r

About half ,of- the people we helped related to the center fairly regularly. Some eanMV
around the center for advice, others would bang around and help put out the paper
gether, etc*, and for a few, the center has been a real turning point Sn their lives* X'

particubr was one G1 who when he first came around the center was considering join*.,

ing the American Nasi Party. He worked a lot through bis racism and also did e lot,(,

organising in his unit around raci.sm*'
'

'

. .

%’'•

We al^o.heljiied' file many charges* Most of the time the charges were used as^.t

leverage, ie, the important thing >ya6n'*t that charge's'were folldwed through on with :

accused facing NJP or court-martial, rather the charges were used to help obtain a.^^E

speedy discharge, get courts -martial dropped down to NJP on not so serious chargeV;^

being faced, or more frequently, to keep the brass from messing with GIs. A lot mip:^'

should be done at projects around filing charge8--it's a very effective weapon and alsV
useful in talking about the. legal system in the U*S. and real justice* It's easy to dol;|

Office Hours and 9th Motors

V> e were able to represent someone at an office hours in June* It was a victory

in many ways* Tliis G1 was attached to 9th Motors at Camp Hansen* 1 met him out h
the streets a few times and he came to the center once* One night around that time h-"^

came by the center at around 10:30 and told me about 3 charges he was facing: 2
~

Article 92s for Failing to Obey and Order, and one spec under Article 134* The offic-

hours was to be the next morning and I arrived at about 7:30, enough time to mciet anc'

interview the defense witnesses. After some hassles with the brass in the hallvvay,
'

and the SI Officer (The battalion legal officer who doesn't usually know shit) verifying '

that 1 could in fact r^resent GIs at office hours, we got underway* When the pr osecu'^
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tioii witnesses walked into the room-oaU 9 of thezn—1 was astonished because I had.me
and had discussions with 5 of them; a few had been coming by the Center.

The CO tried to railroad the proceedings but finally the defense witoesses got

speak after the accused and myself began fixing lots of questions. The 'ceremony*

continued for 1 1/2 hours and the story got more and more confused as it went on. It.^::

was becoming clear that the CO wasn’t about to find him guilty; ^Well, he got off on ^
the charges and many of the prosecution witnesses were glad I Aftorwerdo we found

out that the CO had approached one prospective prosecution witness, asking him to 4;

come in and testify how the accused was a shitbird in general—>which ho refused to dOi

But it didn't end therd. rW-

Many people from- 9th Motors heard about the office hours (there were 19 of Uiem

at the office hours in all), started coming around the center. We've met and talked

-with 30 people easily, and 4 have come to be involved regularly at tite United Front-*^

Including one of the prosecution witnesses, They'x-e also done minor actions in the

company around living and working conditions. All in all, some really good etrugglM|
t

*
'

•

Is it "Cramitl" or "Cram It Sir I "?

One of the sets of charges filed deserves getting into details. One day in June^^
was walking bn Camp Hansen with a GI; v/o were leaving the gate to go off base.

Camp Guard on ^ty stopped us, saying that he- got a phone call from the Camp Guar^^
Headquarters ihaek. We were to wait for a SSgt who was then supposed to drive us

over to the''shack. When the SSgt got there we told him that there was no way we werj,

going to go with him, that 1 was on base legally, and that he had better let us go.

initial guard who had stopped us was cool, and we talked with him; while the SSgt was^!-

calling up the shack and relaying our message, this Private was filling us in on the

whole situation. The SSgt came back to us, emd told me that he was releasing us,

1 was on base illegally, and that I was never to come back on base again. Well, we gb^

the first guard to witness all this, and log it in his book. They let us leave the base:^S.

and the Gl and I went down t'o the center and talked about getting some charges togefiiaf

tinder false oHicial statements (Art. 107). He decided to file, so I returned to the

base to find out more information about names, etc. , to file the charges.

They freaked out, and the Officer of the Day (OD) from Camp Guard came out

meet me at the gate. 1 told this Lieutenant that this GI was filing charges on one of 'M.

his men for Art. 107 and that 1 was Uiere to obtain more information in order to file 'T;

them. They replied by asking me questions but 1 failed to respond to them saying thaV
I was there to ask them the questions. Then it all came out that it was the OO whoJia^:

instructed another SSgt to call the gate and detain Us. 1 told the OD dien, - that it waS '^-

he whom the GI would be filing charges on and left. The Gl and 1 drew up the charges.r>

that day; he filed diem the next day widi the Base Cbmm^der's office before catch-

ing the chopper' to Northern Training Area (NTA) where he's stationed. We put a -0
cover letter on the charges requesting that the Lt. be brought to Office Hours. .t

-3-
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A few days later this GI got a call from the Base Commander. This CO told ther

GI that he didn^t have the right to file charges on his Lt. The Gl told the CO that lie

could file charges on the GO for making a false official -statement for stating that he^
couldn't file charges. Of course the CO freaked and told the GI tiiat he was going to .;||

rip up tbe.'cover letter and charges. The GI ended the conversation by telling the CO;|

to "Cram It! and then hung up. The CO wasn't about to call back becaus e this GI

was working the switchboard at NTA, and the CO would have to get through him fir8t;V

The GX's gunny Sgt. listened to the entire conversation and told tiie Gl that for sur.e he

had gone too far this time. But the Gl knew v/hat was going on. And 1 haven't- had- >nuc

trouble going on andioff base lately, either. .»• . '
.

'.•* •

'”

• * .

Third Battalion. Fourth Marines
.

3/4 left to go on float the second week in August and replaced First Battalion.

Fourth Marines '>/4). -We did lots of work with GIs in two- of their companies fpr

the hvo months prior to their departure. Though &e wor^; wasn't nearly as successfa
in raising anti-imperialist consciousness as was the case with 1/4 before they left for.,

float last-April. we did h&ve lots of good raps with GIs and got a handful of addresses'

to send literature to while they're out on float.
'A'

‘

' •

A month before they were to go Uiey had to change barracks to make room for

l/4'8 return. A.week after that, one of ihe companies was ordered to move again, but

the brass made a bit of a mistake. We had good contact with this company and many^
of these brothers were armed with copies of Turning the Regs Around--lot8 of GIs
were getting a good lesson of "justice* " They all got together and refused to move 'by.

sitting all day in the barracks* The brass freaked but realized that there wasn't mu»
they could do. 1

;l'
Particularly good about the work with 3/4 was the amount of literature gotten del

and books sold to Third V/orld GIs. - We sold most of our good books to them and lots^'

of the books from Koza also. Lots of good discussions with them before they left. .'M

The amount of books sold this summer has been incredible. As usuall the besl^'.'

seller was TTRA--we ran out of them frequently--and are out now I When uull the neV
edition be ready? The next beet sellers continued to be books about the Third World^
If we had had more, they would have been sold out also by now. Hopefully we will avo:

running out -in the future since we. recently have placed a large book order.

1/4 Is Back in Town

We haven't had as good contact with 1/4 since they've come back as before they.>-

left for float. Three d the key people are no longer with the unit so that's been one .

of the problems. They got back on IZ Aug. and a dozen or so GIs from this battalion,|v

have been by. Morewill probably be coming by soon for legal help, and also we a.sked

certain GIs tip:pa88 on messages to people who used to come around so a few of them
should be by also*



I. \mi
f.

Their float was pretty routine. They made stops at all of Ae usual Asian portS )

and lots of ds went UA (AWOL) in the Philippines. Oiie interesting note is about Stioi

Party, Shore Party is the unit that is in charge of setting up operations and moving

troops and supplies. A group of them went to Tinian Island in Micronesia where the:f|

U;S. is going to be setting up military bases. Most of them were heavy equipment v

operators. Well, they were placed at the disposal of some of the people of Tinieui

for a few days—sort of a "good-will mission for imperialism. When &ese Shore Par

ty members started the assignment they didn't know what was coming off. While it '4

was still going on, a few of them caught on to what uras happening and by the time it

was over, everyone (low-ranking EMs) knew what was going on. One brother who is|

Apache caught on and did a lot of talking with other GIs. Theyfinally realized that
|

their mission was to. pacify and buy off the Tinian people and prepare them for an ava*

lanche of future military construction. Some of the Shore Party members and outers

from small units who assisted were.really pissed o^ by the role they were forced tol
play. '4

Coast Guard

There's a Coast Guard station here on Okinawa that we made contact with eAxlyv,

in the summer. The name of the station is Gesashi and there are around 40 GIs eta^..

tioned there. While their living conditions are nothing to complain about, they work^f
long hours including many watches on weekends; and they are also under the commwd
of a 24 year old officer who is pretty much of a pig. They've been down to the cente^^

in Kin and Koza fairly often on weekends and we've had lots of good talks and legal W
actions, A few of them have taken to reading some great books and are rapping to

ther people at the station about them. They’ve had good discussions around racism
and sexism. The station is very isolated—it takes about 1 1/2 hours to get to Kin»-
and there's not much to do in Gesashi. They're right on the ocean (after all, they are
the Coast Guard--so what if the American coast extends 8000 miles west of Calif.), jlf;

and the site itself is very small. They are one of the most isblated military spots
the island. We've been up there four times—including one time where they bad a
party for the entire station.

They have also helped distribute the Omega Press a few times, as they are not
A.

bauined by regulation from doing so.
the OP.

They've also helped some in the production of
.V-i

Legal actions with them have included many Article 138's, letters to congress
(for what it's worth), and advice about Office Hours -(Article 15). They have a special
type of hearing called "Administrative hearings" which can't be refused, nor is there
any appeal procedure to have the sentence reduced or set aside. We've been trying tb-

fJnd ways to fight this hearing but it will take a lot since it is a Coast Guard Reg.
Another problem with tiie Coast Guard fs thy come under the Department of Trans-
portation and not Defense. But they follow some DOD provisions I

-5-
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They also want, to do something about hair, such as what has been going on in ^;

Germany, and are prepared to get busted in order to ,challenge regs,

I Smaoh=Sexism . V
I

'

Strong struggles have come down over the summer around sexism. Some have

been largely successful and otiiere. moved people a little. Being-here for the last 8 ~

months in Kin, and being the only civiL^.r-u, has convinced me more than ever of' the

importance of dealing with sexism and-relating to it in people's lives. Men must
especially deal with other men's sexism, and this in turn helps, us male organizers ;

to further, deal with our own sexism. V. e are in a good situation to develop relation^

ships with male GIs (cadre) ^and part of a good strong relationship includes struggling

with our sexism. All too often, .1 fear, women.-are dealing wi& male GIs while-men
orgeinizers join in on the conversation, rather than .initiating it.

Omeca Press

Most of the responsibility for getting the May, Jxme and July issues of the Onae

Press out has been with Kin; this has been good in some ways and bad in others. Ay

few more GIs than usually do toph responsibility to write articles, edit, type, and'^^;;

. layout- -though not as much as could have been done. .
'

There was lots of talk this summer of getting out a paper that would be for Can
Hansen and Schwab«-both Marine bases. While that still is out of the question
cause of staffing shortages, hopefully we'll be able to do something in that area in

the coming months. Everyone seems to agree here.that this would create a lot more
activity around the paper and draw out GIs fr.om these bases. In the meantime 'we'rc

.going to have regular meetings for the paper and tiy to get GIs at the center to -take^*

more responsibilities. '-y

••• .- .. .
. ,

' M
Distributioi^ has. gone fairly well throughout the summer. The civilian staff hay

been rather transitory all cummer on Okinawa because of personnel changes, but eVy

so 1 was left alone to distribute papers on payday, only once. Even that night we got

rid of lots of papers. Civilians in Kona averaged coming up to Kin 2 nights a week r
June, almost no nights n week in July, and about 2 nights a week in August. So the'l'

damper has been ^at we haven't been able to get out as much on other days to distri.*

bute. But that will change when the other CMulian gets here also.
'

The OP has continued to pay for itself through contributions. Aslo the quality--

.Qf the new style (smaller paper run on a mimeograph) has coqtintially increased. - t'

Violence-Reactionary, not Revolutionary

It certainly has been an eventfj^l summer. ; There's b'een.a 2 week cycle'of vio*'

lence (reactionary, of course), as foUows:

finN^NIiAL.
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On the June 15th payday 1 got into a 20 minute discussion with a Latino SSgt,

and during the course of it we got Into a:.discu8 8ion about religion (terrible mi8take||

and also his platoon commander happened to meander by. The discussion hadn’t bee^'

too bad until this CO came by, then the SSgt got piggy* Well, in the middle of the

. conversation the SSgt up and gave me a right fist to my left eye which hurt consider^;|

ably. But the situation stayed cool^^lots of marines gathered around to offer support

but luckily nothing happened, as it probably would have turned into a .drunken brawL; ;!

•

'

'

’M
And two weeks later. « . a drunk passing by the center was recognized by a

son who was in, talking with us and helping us put OPs together. He called out to

drunk, .
who came in seething, jinking that he (the drunk) had been called names.-.:We

cooled him down, then he asked a woman at the center to go to bed with him in that'^jjl

many words. So we tried to talk about that to no' avail. He wanted to fight. His

"friend*' who called out to him told him to calm him down and started rapping about

the. United Front. This all lasted for about 10 minutes, whereupon the GI helping out

acceptedthe drunk's offer to fight. They went down the street and around the cor-

ne'r. The drunk took one swing which was blocked, and fell down to the ground; theh|'

he'-begged to be beaten and kicked, saying that he was no good, etc. Aah, the'MariM
Corps is such a great .institution I The guy told him to take it easy, and again told

druhk.that he had the wrong impression about the United Front; then he left

c^me back to the center for a few minutes, and described what had happened. Uofof^
tunately he hasn't been back since. He was fron the Bronx and had some good atti-^Jl

tudes.' :

And two weoks later. . .four marines were walking by the UF, one recognized^
me, and came into talk for a minute and pick up some literature. A second GZ, onej

of the group, came in and told his friend to "get out of tMs commie place. " A third|

then kicked over the literature table outside on the sidewalk and sent.OPs flying.

went outside to cool this guy down and -pick up the scattered papers, and all. of a sud-

den, SHATTER. This 3rd guy kicked in two plate glass windows with his boot, send^

ing splintered glass all over the United Front- -luckily no one was inside. The-firstJ

GI gave us his name while the other 3 fled. One more bottle came smashing through
the side door while we were getting the information but no one got hit. Then the

GI left after giving his name, etc. , and when he went up the block, his other 3 comp
panions could be seen waving broken bottles around in the air as if they might cpmei
back. They didn't. The bill came to ySOOO but unfortunately, while we had the cbrrc
battalion and conipany. of the GI, be had given us a fake name. And one out of -10, 000

faces at Camp Hansen is hard to find. ' We've gotten some information (and are gettit

more) that shows that most of the people involved were MPs. W-e had met and nnade
friends with many MPs and Camp Guard over the summer and had never yet run
the pigs we met that night.

And two weeks later • • • (this brings us to' mid-August). Luckily for me, 1 was
not at the center, having left a few hours earlier. Two GIs were working the center
when all of a sudden, a formation of 9 marines marched down the street and hung a .;

-7-
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right into the center. They were actually marching. They stayed for 10 minutes
asking questions about "where the long haired hippy" was and how the ne^ t^e |^e^^
saw me or any’of the GIs wlm came around the center/'they were going to beatlkfie^^y

shit out of us. They took a couple of papers out in front of the center and set fire to;^

them. When they left, they took a handful of papers and threw them around outside.,;^

Just think what their energy could do it were channeled into good revolutionary

consciousness. Communism certainly has a bad name around these parts ! . f

Also tiiere have'been many threats—mostly idle, we think--while out in the

streets distributing. Any cannisters of mace, helmets, clubs, etc., for defense

can be sent to the P.O. Box. . . and will be gratefully accepted!

! Being Mostly Alone
>.-

Being the only full-time person in ICin for the last 8' months has been bad poli-^

tically and personally. Lately it has been very hard to take a personal interest in

people's problems, both the legal problems that drop-ins have, and the personal/ppli

tical problems and discussions that regulars and cadre have. August in particular^

has been the worst month. While the work has gone on fairly well, considering

circumstances, 1 have been lax about a number of things. At the same time, it

been a relaxing month for me--8omething that 1 really needed, but not a good way to’

go about relaxing. 1 have fallen somewhat into a syndrome of putting off things

cause 1 am the only one here, but trust 1 will change that when the other civilian ar»’

rives. While putting much of the responsibility on this set-up, 1 also accept that

have developed some bad attitudes about it.

Also demoralizing this past summer is the exodus of nearly 20 people that I hav
grown close to in different ways. Most of the civilians that were here have gone, -M

some Japanese friends also, and GIs that I was close to. It’s very sad to see theso^
people leave when you've built up strong relationships. Expecially when you're in w
environment where there's an absence of a broad community of friends and comrades

Third World
-J

Contact with Third World GIs over the summer has remained much the same as
tile last report. We continue to get out lots of literature and certain brothers drop%
by the center about once a month to check out new books and get into raps. Puerto
Ricans continue to be strong and their relationships cross battalions and encompass;
the whole island^-particularly Camps Hansen and Schwab.

'%

Dapping has really decreased and it's hard to tell the reasons why. One theory
is that a black nationalist group on base was bumTiing out lots of brothers and there,.^

were lots of feuds developing, sp many blacks refused to dap constantly because of, it

CON^JitNTmL
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Racial tension hasn't come to much of a head yet this summer, as we first ex^f;

pected. The exception to, this was an action on the part of .Okinawan. men. We had„a^
typhoon over the 4th of July weekend ^d the storm weekend on the night pfi^e 4th.'

Lots of Okinawans prior to that night had been gathering in the streets when bars were
closing and there hadheen a' few instances of Okinawans beating Gls. Well, .^at

' night many Okinawans marched up to the main gate of Camp Hansen,and thr^w bottles
'' and cans at the base. The Japanese Police left it alone and there was nothing much

that the military could do. MPs also no longer have jurisdiction off base as of last ;;

May. (This may .be changing soon).

*

Becoming an Alcoholic

Not really/ but after the center's closing, around 10.:30, I've.tried to get out in.

the bar streets a couple of times a week and talk with people. I also jget to some of '

the bar's that 'people coming around the UF sometimes go to. It's really been a good
thing to do. There have been lots of good political discussions and oftentimes people

spoke out more freely than they might have had they been at the center.

Another good thing that's come out of this is that l|ve been able to develop a
' good relationship with an Okinawan man who calls himself an ^archist.. W.e've

stayed up late in the night talking politics more than once. He usually*dp.hates to the

OP when we'fe'out in the street. He understands clearly the struggle.^bf' nph*vwhite|^,.

Gls and has read some Malcolm X. He hasn't been, actively political for„awl4|c

U married; they have three children. I'dropped off sotne pesters' at his hpuie about:^.

a rally in support of Koreans, being held in Naha, in late August*.
.
He decided to go to

the rally, which was great, he hadn't done tiiat for awhile. We've some'fair discus-'

sions about families and women's liberation.

So, all in all, a good summer. And eptember is already off. to a good start I i'

FREE THE MIDWAY & IWAKUNI BROTHERS I

CHIBARIYO! (KEEP ON STRUGGLING!) /f

Koza, Okinawa, Project Report
August U July

July and August were slow rhonths here. So this report is short and not'very

encouraging. The first week of September, however, has been very encouraging^

and with the new center, there is evei^' reason to be optimistic about ^.e fuhite.

Over the summer all but one of the strong people with whom we had good rela-

tionships over the winter ^d spring returned to the states, and a new generation is

just now beginning to take their pliaces.

-9-
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But the Omega Press is received as well as (or better than) ever in Koza and

Futem^ and there were a few Gls who came by over the summer, to write articles^^
and help with layout. Also we have recently been meetmg 'more people from the army
who have come by for counselling and for consciously political reasons also. On die^^

'streei, pas'sing-out the paper, it is clear that a change in conditions or an improve4|-

ment ift morale of'the servicepeople in this area does not account for the slow activ-'

ity at PH*>oppressive conditions continue to exist in the marines, things have pos-
'

sibly worsened in the army, and the military "justice” system continues to rake in ^

victims. We have done self-criticism about our work and feel that perhaps the proh.f

lem is in a sense more quantitative Uian qualitative --not enough energy in developing

contacts, not enough leafletting, and especially not enough self-discipline on our part

The new center will undoubtedly increase our nximber of contacts (it’s begun to al- •

ready) and will make "it much easier to leaflet (the bkr street will be just down the . V
street instead of a 10-15 minute bus ride away).' Of'course, it will not be a panacea,

but it will definitely improve the situation. ‘

i

New Ceiiterj The'New People's House (we've decided to keep the old name) is a 2

room storefront with a kitchen and bathroom (no more people's benjot) about 30 yard
off BC str$et--an idea location. It is brand new, in excellent condition, and while

the rent Is high (y40, 000), it is not bad considering the high value of commercial
property 'ip the area.' (The bid place's'rent was going up in Oct. to 74O, 000 also*

So the difference' will be' the cost of an apartment for 2 staff people to live in--

ylS, boo, hoping. ) After long talks with the landlord we anticipate ho prob-
lem'there^ Having a lion-liv'e-in center shotdd alleviate some of the problems
felt in the pastt'. the lack of privacy for (he civilians, and the feeling of intrusion oa^'-

someone else's living space that some Gls expressed. When the two now civilian fbU
get here, we will be pretty much moved in.

’

’
^^|V.

Study Group: We've had no formal study group since June.
’

'
'

'

Transitory Civilians

July and August were screwed up because of the number of civilians coming and^
going. During almost 4 weeks in July and August there was only one person here (e^

one in Kin), and few regular Gls, so it was impossible to have someone at PH while
someone else was out leafletting. We were able to do some counselling (CO appli-

cations, office hours, 1386 and'filing charges) and managed to meet two right-on arxr^>

couples, who've become pretty close to us, especially this first GI and his wife.

Or^inally this GI camfe 'tb us for some legal help in dealing with Uie military:

pigs and 'sbme help 'in 'filing for chapter 13 status in civilian court in order to fend
'

off civiliein creditors.. His debts to creditors were not being paid because the army
was screwing witii hi's pay. The his CO started getting letters of indebtedness froni^^:

his creditors and barred hini from re-enlistment. The GI had been planning to

enlist and get tiie bonus that went with it fbr'several' years—it was on that basis thai,|^

-10^
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he’d allowed himself to get ^to debt in the first place./. The bonus would have gotte^

him out of debt altogether. The CO knew all this but barred him frbm're«enlistmeht'

anyway. We advised him in the preparation of several 13.8 complaints and sets of

charges as well as representing him in some negotiations with creditors (it's also

possible that he's being ripped off by a credit & loan company in Kansas). Further*'

more, his wife was' being hassled by both the Americsm and Japanese authorities for

working in a club'ih Naha without pernnission of the GI's CO, At the time many
American wpmen were working in that club and others, with command permission. .

There appears to be no reason other than spite and malice that the GI's CO denied ?:

her permission to worki With her not being able to work, their chances of getting

out of debt grew even slimmer. Anyway, as a result of his many 138's and set of

charges, 2md her having a person meeting with General David, Commander of US
ARBCO (in which she accused the army of ruining her life and threatened the gener-

al with a congressional investigation of things didn't improve for her and her fam-
ily), they are now being transferred to Ft. Hood, Washington, almost a year aheadji,

of time. She has gotten involved in WH (Women's House), coming to meetings and ;>

contributing articles for the second issue of Women's Voices. We've also gotten

to know tiieir two children. Their problems are typical of an important group of %
people (married second termers, who've re-up'ped purely for financial reasons

really can't stand the military) that up imtil this time we have hot reached.

We've also made contact with another army couple. They are politically very
advanced-«he was fired for organizing in the phone company in the Bay Area before^...

he enlisted* But he views; the army as a way to get over for a few years, and is

not too interested in heavy organizing --although his refusal to not express his opin-'

'

ions When he wishes to lost him his security clearance amd got him transferred out •:

of'the'cbm'munlcations center where he worked. In this sense, he seems to be

typical of many blacks in the army—they came in because they figured there Wotfldn^.

be a war for another few years, they had nothing going for them back home, and
army was a steady income^ at least. She is as political as he is. Both of them are'p

very interested in the Okinawan struggle and hopefully more will come of that inter-;'

est in the future.

Kl

We've also gotten close to two oOier army people, a white GI and a black WAC,
' who've come by fdr counseling and who we will probably represent at courts- martial
Why army people are coming by at this time and not ever' before this year is a mys-
tery. ' A ‘possible explanation, however, ' is that army over here is undergoing a '*)'

major transition as the number of people'is reduced froni iB, OOD pres'Cntly to 3,000 >

by next yeari'^ From what we gat&er this has caused a great deal df a<^inini6trative

tangles'Wittiin the army which in turn has ihcrease'd the amount of tension and har-
,

a68ment--hence, more interest in PH.;

Our Marine contacts have .expanded in WJSRS-17, a particularly harassed unit:.^

at Futema. Many 138*6 have bean filed against the OIC, a super pig warrant officer^-

"
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v^ho was a captain 15 years ago, busted down to staff sgt, and since nriana^d to wox^^
his way back up the ranks to his present position. . Not only does he harass the niem^
bers of the unit all the time; ; butisome guys who were stationed \mder him at NeW Ri‘^
yer MCAS (H) have evidence that he stole over $15, 000 worth of equipment from thef.

Marine.Corps, One guy saw the Group CO about it, but he was insulted, called a pit',

and a'liar, and threatened with a BCD in response I Later on that guy was charged

with disobeying an order to get a haircut—an order that was never given. So he'll 5
probably refuse office hours and if he gets a court, one. of our folks will probably

represent him, •
.

• •

Coast Guard people from the coast.guard station in the northern part of Old-

nawa have been relating to both PH and, the United -Front for a couple of months. We,

originally met a cpuple "of them on 'BC street and gave them an OP and sold them a

TTRA. After tiiat, more s'arted coming around. Their base is closer, to Kin (it's

• about 2 hours away), but. they spend a lot of their weekend liberty time in Koza, so v(.

the contact has been spready pretty, well between the tw-o projects. In the Kin pro»^|

ject report , there's talk-.about the activities they've been pulling off on base and the'

kind of counselling, we-'ve been helping them with. I’d like to add that we're thinkiiig^'

of going up there soon and showing some movies in the barracks, if the guys can g6t|.

together, and also that.the movement has been spreading to the other CG stations iu}'

the Pacific—Yap, Hawaii, Iwojima, We mail ttem OPs and TTRAs,

The fvinction of those stations is to operate LORAN transmitters—These instaL

latlons broadcast a signal on a certain frequency that is used for navigation. (A. sUf
picks up two of the signals from two different places, and can thereby determine
own position. Its military significance comes from its use in submarine (nuclear M.’.

armed, that is) navigation, for which it is essential. In the event of a nuclear war;|,.

this little station would be extremely important. In fact, there's a contingency

in case Okinawa is attacked, some Marines from Schwab and Hansen go to the

LORAN station to provide protection.
"‘I

Relations with Okinawans: These have remained good to excellent. A new man at

Zengunro, the base workers union, has been introduced to us, who is a.lot more
dical than our previous contact and more cooperative also, so we" anticipate impro^^
relations around demonstrations, literature, etc. In late July we participated in

a demonstration for a political prisoner, Mat8unaga:-san, a Japanese textile crafter*'-

man accused of murdez'ing a policeman -during the Koza riot of 1970. Matsunaga, v

at that time a person sympathetic to radical movement but not an activist himself,

actually^ tried to rescue a burning policeman from a car that had been molotoved hy -

a. sect group. A newspaper took a photo of him holding &e policeman, and claimed '/

he was beating him. Oh that basis he is being charged. with murder, since the cop
died a few hours later. The case has beqn a major issue on Okinawa ..since &e inci-^

dent occurred. Judgment (the verdict) is scheduled to be annoxmeed in .early Octobe:|

His defense committee consists of young students and workers who are some of the
• 'most radlcal;;people.we'ye met here, who aren't all hung up in r;ect8 and inter-sect
hassling (although several members of the defense committee are in the various sec^
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We have recently been doing a lot of propaganda about lejima Island, a sinall«^&

island off the Okinawan coast, where ^are is an air force bombing practice range^^^'

Late in July an lejiman was shot with a.flare gun. by an airman, for no apparent rea-'/

son. He was on the range collecting grass., but lejimans have.been doing this every

day (after'5:00 when the range shuts down for the day) for years; As usual when a >>

•GI rips’ bf an Okinawan, . there was a tremendous outcry among the Okinawan people, ^

demanding that he be tried.in an Okinawan court. And,., as usual, most GI's, black -v

and white, feel he should be tried at a court-martial. The Air Force also wants hinrx

to be tried by the military (surprise), and after;a lot of hassling, a few demonstration

and a personal meeting between Gov. Yara and General David, ttie Okinaw^s sue-..

ceeded in getting the case moved up the joint committee of Japan and. US which rulesj

on these and other SOFA related matters.

The’’ main point we have been trying to make in our discussions and literature is

that the important thing is not so much vhat happens in this case, but that range t

turned back to the people.. We are circulating a petition to Cong. Aspin to tills effe.ct.

Circulating this petition has provided a good way to talk with Air Force people. The)

are very brainwashed and pacified and harder to talk with than Army, Marines,

Navy people, but we are going to keep at it.

'
'

•

:|

Article 15 Petitions} We turned in about 510 Article 15 petitions to Cong. Don Edwar^
of Cal. last month. We did not realize &at San Diego was still pushing the campai^'
and turning them in to Oellums; otherwise we would have also. Buts>ve thought that^.

Oellums had probably gone about as^far as he was going to on the iss.ue^ and that .a .M
person might make some more mileage out of it. Edwards is from .SeA Joso, tQok ^
right on stand during the judiciary committee impeachment hearings, .and is chairma.'

of the subcommittee on civil and constitutional rights. Since the basic claim bt tha^
petition is that Article 15 is unconstitutional,; we asked him to convene. hearings on it^

in his subcommittee.
.

• ’• ”i;'••••••
Okinawa pamphlet: We are working full steam on the pamp'hlot .and it should be dona%
by 9/15. It's a .total drag that we weren't-able to get.it completed when the old people

were here, and it’s one of the major examples of the poor self-discipline that 1 men-
tioned before and which.has been tbe main drawback of the work here. .“ • *. • • •

However, withthe pamphlet out of the way, and the new center, we dvink great’ ^

things will probably happen in the coming year .

.
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Iwakuni Report
mid-Aue. — mid. Sejpt.

conSIi^

(e note: we send this report now, and try to do a short one £or the next

Z^week period, then 'go back to monthly reports done near the.beginning of each month,t
to be better in tune with GlPA's time schedule. )

• ,*

A political trial which ended in a short-term victory. Initial contact with; peppier

in the new Harrier squadron -shows some want to do some&ing about only Snuffies

working on Saturday; Staffs exploit their rank more when overseas. Press conference;

for the Iwakuni 5, and witnesses at trial-shows international solidarity behind Korean

patriots and Iwakuni 5. Old people leave, new. people come, bringing fresh ideas,

and a good start on another year of struggle. i

SEMPER FI
The two SF's in this period were very different in terms .of participation and '

preparation. The first. No. 15, came out just after the IS (Iwakuni 5) trials began, so;

we wanted to tell people what had happened so far, and encourage people to go to. the

trials. The articles on pgs 10 and 11 were written by people involved here, and .the I5.|r

article was a joint effort. The article about the VVA^V/WSO demonstration in I>C ca^c
from a Marine who was active here last fall with VMA 533. He is now working with ^
other active duty people on a paper that just started at Cherry Point, N.C. He also s<e:

us the support letter for the IS. The Midway articles came from the Freedom, o/

Press and press' releases from Yokosuka. People have asked us a lot about the Mid^|
trials, and reacted favorably to seeing more about it in the paper. People are very
to how the military is trying to make the Midway look like a floating vacation ship in.^'

the Stars and Lies. Even several lifers have talked to-us on the street about hoy' bad|
conditions on the Midway are.

. M.
The next issue, No. 16, was put togettier with too little preparation and GI paT>|;

ticipation. This was our fault for putting it off, and especially pointed out the neces«|^

sity for having on>going, structured organization to plan and make the paper and ethes

activities. 'We see clearly that we need organization to get the work of the paper .don^-;’

more efficiently, be able to stick with each other at times of crunch, be able to criti^v

cize each other in a non-alienating way, to gain experience for fixture organizing we ;^
will be involved'in, and--the most important--to gain practical .political power here at

Iwakuni. We will move to correct this weakness. ?

On the back page of this issue we started to push for:Such an organization. .We;.:;

got a fairly good response, and had a good meeting on 9/18, but more about that in

the next report. One guy wrote his first article, about constitutional rights, and it_ .i

certainly won^t be his last, as he's started to get very active.

One of the obvious drawbacks of our lack of organization and bad planning for

the Sept. 17 issue was that we got out on the streets with it late the first night—pay-da
night- -and thus missed a lot of money and people.

^
.r
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But a threat, either started or passed on by the SJA, proved to be an empty one«y

He told a JAG lawyer we worked with, with the obvious intention that the word would
get back to us, that one' of us would be arrested by the, Japanese cops the next time he^p'

collected money.for the paper on the streets.'' We checked with the Hobbit people; and^
they said all that might happen is' that they could make it hard for us to extend our visas

next time. But there were no arrests. The Japanese pigs haven’t even checked.lDs of;

any of us since last November* - "M

'••'IS

RADIO FREE IWAKUNI
We continued broadcasting, with two broadcasts we participated in during this .gi

month. The people from the Hobbit also did one broadcast' on their own. The first one

we participated in was a great success. Cadre people who lived in the barracks kne'w

we were coming and encouraged people to come out of the barracks and listen. After

a planned little speech, we asked if people knew what the IS trials were all about.

People yelled "nd>' " they w.anted to hear more about it, thxrough the fence so we U
more about the trials and Korea. Outward support from cadre on the inside- of the

fence, like vdth shouts of approval and power signs, was catchey among other people.^

on base and made the broadcast a real success. Also, we hadn't planned to do this

broadcast far in advance, so the pigs didn't know about it and weren't therb until tooI|

late to hassle people back into their barracks. By the time the MPs came in force,

there were 50 or so GIs on the base in front of their barracks, listening to us; -and tbe^'

couldn't handle that many peopleii - J

' At the end of the broadcast, we announced that w^’d be back the next day with

more. So the MPs came in force before the time we usually started; and got everyoM
inside the barracks. Too bad for the pigs, because we decided not to show up that

:

day.

The second broadcasting session- during this period was pretty much a failure. f)

First, we didn't make a tape ahead of time, so we lost the up of making the tape as b*

group. Second, we didn't alert people.we knew living invthe barracks near the broad^
casting site, so they weren't" there to lend support from -inside. As a result, a.coupl^
Of pigs inside the barracks were able to disrupt the broadcast by yelling at us and
playing their stereo loud back at us. A lesson learned: the military must be destro)i^<

from within. • ..we have to coordinate efforts or continually end up competing for loud>i

ness with Johnny Cash.
•UIS.'

HOBBIT
The Hobbit folks continue their struggle with various activities: discussion and^j

lecture meetings about the government's proposed new criminal law; a women's group
that meets at least .weekly (for the first time there is a womstu now living at the Hobbit]

a study grobp; about Korea; and support work for the I5,^' without which that struggle

would have been much weaker (more about that in the.15, section). • :
^
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There is-'no use going into the details of the trials or the results. Those are al^
included in the Semper Fi's of August 1 and August 30, in the leaflets "Free the fj-’

Iwakuni Five" and "Victory for the Iwakuni Five" and in the Legal Report to follow.

The military judge proved very quickly that we’d misjudged him by expecting tha

he might accept some of our arguments about the order. The word we had was that he

planned to make a career as a militairy judge, and thus would be careful to make' de-
^j

cisions that wouldn’t be reversed on appeal, -Whether or not we’ll win on appeal re-

mains to be seen, -but the judge was not careful around the many issues that might leac

to a reversal. He only covered ass once, at the end of the trial, bullshitting to one

defendant that his'political beliefs had no effect on-his sentence; The judge's actions

convinced us he’d decided that it would be better for his career as a military judge not

to cross his commander, the GG of this base who issued the anti-distribution order

we were challenging, rather than be concerned with a reversal on a constitutional '

issue,

So this attempt to challenge the order failed. And we are left with the conclusio:

that they will prosecute people under this order for showing politically controversial

letters to other Gls. Yet we feel we had a partial success in terms of trial'results:'

3 people completely freed; one getting a BCD that had been suspended in January; and

one getting 2 months in the brig, 2 months at $200 fine, and a bust to E-1 from £*3« il

This was not stiff enough punishment to scare people away from usy as the military |v

had hoped. In fact, it pissed- off many people who feel that last sentence was unjustly,

harsh. ' '
• '?

And we were successful in using tiie trials to educate people about Korea. ButV
this process is just beginning, as we plan to-do a special "Fall In at Ease" issue

bout the 15 and Korea. We will be able to make transcripts of the tesUmony about
Korea, one of the defendant's testimony, and of the defense's closing argument.
pie who want copies of this pamphlet should contact us wi& requests for how many
and $ for postage. '

r-?'"

We did three press releases, aside from the ones in the Aug. 1 Semper Fi,

mostly for the press. We had h<p ed to attract some of the American press in Tokyo,
thinking that their presence at the trials would have more effect on the court than
Japanese press. Together with the Hobbit, we translated tliese and the two leaflets,

"Free the Iwakuni Five", and "Victory for' the 15, " "

A good press conference was held Aug. 27 at ttie HObbit, One of us spoke about;
the development of the anti-order movement into a pro-Kore2ui people's movement,
the situation of the trials, and oir political position on the trials: ffie parallel repres'* ,

sipn by Pak and US military, opportunity they gave us to widen the anti-Pak move-
ment wititi these trials, coiuiection between Psk and US military, opportunity to strike'

-16 -
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down order, i^nother person read one of the defendant's statements in "Free the 15. V:

One Hobbit person read the Hobbit’s .statement of support for the I5>>to appear in

9/30 Fi. Then the Jap^ese lawyer who shared in the d^ense but was only allowed

coiisult with the American lawyer in court, • explained that h^ had been forbidden from :'

participating actively in court, explained our arguments against the order amd the ,||

relevance of a Japanese court decision which said Americans in Japan have the right <1^

to engage in political activity against iUnerican foreign policy, appealing to other

Americans, and appealing. to^the Japanese government about issues directly affecting

them., A past leader of Beheiren and New Left philosopher/.strategist spoke' as a'

representative of the hiternational Committee to Save Kim Chi Ha, the group respon-^^

slble for the two Japanese and one American witness about Korea auid US military

volvement at one of the trials. He stressed the importance of the- stand of the 15 from;

within the military in this time when Pak’s rule 5s in question from many. fronts. He«i

also pointed out the importance of people in the military questioning the policies of

their "superiors, " seeing this as an important parallel to the struggle for de^dcracy|
within South Korea. One of us then talked about the reaction and support from other

GIs and VVAW/WSO, reading letters from 2 GIs in the States and telling about VVAW/
WSO's petition campaign for the 15. Another Hobbit person concluded'witii £mnounce~;|'

ments of trial dates, Japanese and Americans testifying about Korea, and the Hobbit|6

nation-wide petition campaign for the 15.

The coverage in movement press—Americai and JapaneBe--has been good.

VVAW/WSO's support has been particularly helpful in shpwing people how we are tie^^

to a national (international) organization and not fighting these pigs alone. THie best

straight press coverage was in the Japanese Malnichi Shimbun, in an article which
resulted from ah interview. Unfortunately, this didn't get translated for the English'

version of that paper. We probably would have gotten better coverage if wC could ha^'

had someone in the court room explaining to the Japanese^ rep orters what was going m
Since: the reporters didn't understand that much English, and our only Japanese-spe^
ing' American was'banned from the base, we couldn't provide that. But the Hobbit
people did the best they could to keep people informed.

•

-f
The Hobbit people also got other movement people to come observe the trial tiie;

day of the testimony about Korea and the US military. People came from Fukuoka, '^

Tokyo, Kobe, and Hiroshima to pretty much fill the court room. After that day's trla

they also had a press conference about their testimony, and later a meeting at the

Hobbit with a member of the International Committee to Save Kim Chi Ha, who was
main person responsible for getting the other people to testify, and two other peopled
.One of them talked about her two .day trip to Korea in August as a representative of ^
the International Committee: they were harassed and followed by KCIA from the time;

they got to'-Haneda airport to leave Tokyo; the Korean authorities treated the Ameri«^4

caAs in the group, especially one for whom a telegram had been sent by Sen. Kennedy
.to the American Embassy, with much concern and respect; the Korean Foreign minis'
ter talked only of Pak, while one of their Korean friends spoke only of &e people.

-17-
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One of the people- at the meetmg spoke of the end of Beheixen, an up-coming joint anU»^.
i^ak action in Tokyo (a'mazingiy to include ^e JCP, JSP/ labor unidne« tHeir Interna^^'
ional Committee, etc. 1), and the importance of seeing the struggle here as part of

bigger one.i^. , not. just for G1 rights. The military critic who testified at one of the^v
trials spoke of the importance of cocr dinating efforts from outside ^d inside &e base'i

to watch the movement of the military. He talked about ttie shift in yS strategy to the)'

extensive dependence ort the Marine Corp's “quick lift" capacity (thus the iniportance

of Iwakuni, the Harrier), and the increasing importance of the Marine Corps in US
military strategy. •

.

•

i
.

*

Most of the Five, and a few supporting Marines, asked for permission under the

order we've been fighting to pass out a leaflet about the 15 and a'copy of the letter to ^

Fulbright. One person got permission, then found that they'd given him permission to

pass them out around a supply building where not very many people went—not where ,

hed asked for permission. He pursued the issue and got permission to pass Uiem out.

in a barracks area. He got generally good response, and 20 people gave him back,

signed letters to send to Fulbright, The defendant who ended up with the BCD got per^;

mission for the same leaflet, but not if it conflicted with his military duties. The day.:

after he was given permisssion he was put on duty driver for the period he had permii^

sion to pass out the leaflet. They have not been giving any permission to pass out ato'r

off-base anymore, presumably to back up their claim that they are using the order tp’v

protect the Status of Forces Agreement which says Gls won't engage in political ac-||^.

'tivity hi Japan.

Until now people have been asking permission to pass out di^erent kinds of

'literature--8ome with the expectation of getting it OKed (and some getting it), and
some to provide ammunition for the court case in DC. We have changed our strategy^

so that people will no longer be applying for prior command approval for the purposes,^

of the law suit. V/e have enough' plaintiHs for tlie suit, and don't need to continue tp.^;;^';

make it easy for the pigs to pick out active people.

legal REPORT

' (l) Word has sifted down to us through the Legal Office that the 60-day order,

stopping people on Wing tours (doesn't apply to people with Station or ttie Navy) fromj:

having their dependents with them for more than 60 days, was declared uncons titu-^^^

tional in DC district court. We haven't seen anything in writing yet. We were able " f

to find new plaintiffs for tiiis suit a couple months ago after a request from the peo^'/^i

pie filing it in DC came for new plaintiffs. Word has also come to us through-.a . .

4'

"leak" in the Legal Office that the command plans to harass people who keep their -
':|v

wives and children here longer than 60 days by sending them to the Philippines,

Okinawa, etc. It's hard to say if Uiey really believe not haying: their wives here
make^ people more "combat ready, " if they are getting their cut from the bar/pros-f#i

titute racket, or if &ey are j\s t pissed off about the "civilian sector" telling them
how to run their military. -
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. (2) .A hearing' to .vacate .suspension of one of the £5U BCD ("awarded'^' at a^^.

court-martial in January for 364 days UA) was held the nights of Aug, 28, 29. Maj^*

Costello, the hearing o0icer,
:
forced- the hearing to start the night of the 28th even

though tiie defense lawyer wasn't available; and to continue the next night with the

lawyer, knowing the lawyer had been in court that whole day and the day before. An
MP Sgt. Bowden testified that he say the defendant passing out th letter to Fulbright,

but later couldn't explain why he hadn't included this in the incident report filed the

nite of the incident. He also stated that he took the letter being presented as evi-

dence; one of us could have testified that this was a lie, but wasn't alldwed on base

'{or any reason. Costello found him not guilty of violating the order, but recom-
mended the vacation (or, more properly, "final dismissal") anyway for "attempting

to violate the ordef"--8omething he wasn't charged with. We expect -this discharge

will be upgraded if we win our suit against the -order in DC.

4

.
.'hi

(3) One of the 15 trials started Aug. 28 with pre-trial motions, continued the
:f\

29th and 30th with pre-trial and the merits, and finished Sept. 4 with £&M. The :;p''

judge denied motion to dismiss- on grounds of public trial denial: two people had beeii.

denied access to base to observe trials. Also denied motion to allow tiiose two

people to testify on the distribution they did on base on Open Day in April, hoping to‘^^

show that all they did was distribute—an activity allowed on em open base, and ar-
guably on an Open Day, according to Flower decision . After half a day of ttxe MPs ^
at the gate stopping Japanese people from entering d^e base to observe, with-br

without excorts, the judge foUhd ^at-the Japanese people had been impioperly ex-
cluded and instructed PMO to start allowing tkem on--if they had ID cards (many
Japanese people don't carry ^em) and escorts. The judge ruled the military doesn't

have to provide escorts. After first insisting that a Japanese movement lawyer from
Kyoto who participated in a past court-martial at Iwakuni in late '70, early '71 (and

was stopped from representing one Marine here since then), could be in the court as^^

an observer, and the defense could take recesses to cpnsult with him,' the judge fin-'l?

ally agreed to let Ono-san sit at the defense table. But he was not-allowed to do any^v
questioning or arguing.

The -military judge then denied a motion to call the CG, who issued the order
being challenged, to the stand. Another motion for dismissal, on the groxinds that^^l

th^ convening authority, NA Smith, the defendant's CO, had a personal interest in

bringing charges against the defendant, was denied. In an interview with the mill-
tary defense attorney, the CO said the defendant was affiliated widi a Commie front
organization^' If this had been granted, it would have only caused 'a delay as the'CG,^

the next superior officer, would then be able to re-refer &e charges.

m
‘.'fe

k<-:, •

The government's testimony established that the defendant showed a copy of

the letter to Fulbright to other people, tiuit he didn't distribute or pass it' out, and
that no one sighed it while the MPe were watching. We moved for dismissal because|
"circolation, " which he was charged with, was not included in the order. The judge



accepted the government's "ar^ment" ^t circulation is the same as distribunon^

A motion for a not-guilty finding because there was no proof of distribution was also]

denied^ -’V •'Jv't- T'-’rijU0- y\

'.w;
.r_>

‘M:We then proved selective enforcement. An MP admitted tiiat on numerous .oc-'

casions he'd observed people passing out religious material off-base, but had done

nothing about it. The Chief of Staff, Ist MAW, testified that the Jesus freaks only

have permission to pass out their literature on base. And a Marine stationed here

plead the Fifth Amendment (Art. 31) when asked if he'd distributed religious materijd

off-base. The CG refused to grant him immunity so he could testify, so a motion for.;

mis-trialwas made, claiming the government was stopping evidence.from coming
before the court--al80 denied. A Japanese person frpm near Hiroshinaa then testi-]^'.

fied that -he had religious literature distiributed to him at Teen Challenge, a Jesus -0;

freak establishment off base, by Marines who run the, place. . He identified one book-
let as one that he'd received there, which had a picture of the A-Bomb dome in Hiro-.

shima. The caption \mder the picture essentially said that the reason people in

Hiroshima and Nagasaki had the A-Bomb dropped on them was because Japan had re^;

jected Christ. (We weren't aware that he'd ever been this far away from home. ) ‘0:

The judge wouldn't accept this exhibit as evidence.

The illegality and iinconstitutionality of the order was then argued for about an^’^'

.hour. With no questions, and after a full minute and a half, to cons^er, &e judge ::

found the defendant guilty of 2 counts of violating the anti-distribution order. He
started wifli 3 charges of UA, one breach of the peace (where did they find peace

Iwakuni's Cl bar district?), and 2 Art. 92*4. He plead guilty to one of the UA's %
(56 minutes). After the government's testimony was presented, the judge accepted.^^%^

a motion for a finding of not guilty on 1 UA and the breach of peace. So he was later¥^

fo\ind not guilty <on the remaining charge of UA. -

f.r,

There are many grounds for reversal on appeal, including the illegalijly and #
unconstitutionality of fhe order* denial of the Japanese lawyer as a defense attorney^l^

selective enforcement, "circulation" not being in the order, denial of public trial, i

and improper referral.

During the E&M phase of the case, we put on 2 witnesses who testified about

conditions in S. Korea and one -witnesswho testified as a military critic as to the role^^

of Iwak^i MCAS in sustaining Pak's regime. The judge was extremely reluctant

to allow any of this testimony and only did so to a limited extent after lengthy argu-
ment. Both he and the prosecutor expressed interest as "military men" in what

,

the oritic might have to say, but denied that it had any. relevance., ^e defendant >».

took the stand and clearly expressed his reasons and motivation for showing the Iet-]4l

ter to other Marines. Where there was nothing the judge could do to restrict him,
he obviously ^d not listen and appeared to be writing his sentencing speech while
he was testifying. Thereafter- he delivered that speech, saying that he was hot pun-^
ishlng tte; defendant for his political views, "even though he might not agree with
them, " but simply because as a marine the defendant's only duty was to obey orders-^
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after which he imposed sentence of 60 days confinement in the brig, fo;rfeiture of

(200 per month for two months and a bust to £•!, wiUi a recommendation that

xoxifinement be suspended. His CO refused to suspend ,confinement and he is now^^^l^;-

serving his sentence. The lawyer is going to file an 'Art. 69 appeal on his behalf

as soon as possible.

An interesting aspect of his confinement is the mail and visiting restrictions

apparently being enforced in the Iwakuni brig. He has been told &at he may..write

to and receive mall only from his family, persons above the rank of E»5, one wo-
man whom he may esignate as his wife' or "girl friend, " and his lawyers. Also it

j;|:

appears these-are the only people who may -visithim. We are considering a chal-

lenge to these arbitrary restrictions.

4. The day after that trial ended, another IS trial began. In this case we
asked for a military jury and selected what appeared to be a favorable, or at least

fair, jury. However, before any evidence was- introduced, we saw the government
had a serious defect in its case, apart from the illegality of this order, in iliat 'y

there was no witness available who could testify that he saw the defendant showing

a copy of the letter. They tried to put on an MP who saw him, from across the

street, ,with something in his hand which he couldn’t identify but thought was a copy if:

of the letter. Not even Judge Lorens could permit this testimony. At this point,
‘

realizing that their case was hopeless, the prosecution rested without even putting

on any evidence ho failed to obtain prior command refu8al--a point which was :‘|^i

critical under the order. Therefore the judge had to grant, reluctantly, a motion

for a finding' of not guilty. .

5. After seeing the result in that trial and realizing that the same results

were certain in the next case, the prosect'/; on, always mindful of their won-lost
J,

.

record, decided to dismiss all charges against the defendant. They had already

decided to dismiss charges against another of die IS for substantially the same rea-
;

son, i.e., they didn't have a case. Naturally, this should have been,

was, obvious to them right from the beginning, however, they made a

punish diem by such measure's as pre-trial restriction, etc., as long

f ...

and probably
decision to

as possible.
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CONFJ^TIAL
Police,

Ft. Bragg GI Union
I (AL^^

Folks, -
.

'"'^W

The infrequency of reports from Bragg pc.r’uaps gives you some idea of ttxe

lack of activity here. Currently the staff consists of one vet discharged from the 82n<:

last winter and an E-4 in the air force recently transferred here from Hollaman AFB^
N.M., where he was a member of a black soc^ialist collective.

•

Activity here has been low key and sporadic but here’s a synopsis: In late Jah;%

the 82nd 'began gearing up for Operation Garden Plot, the plan for the imposition of^|

martial law. The army officially denied that the operation existed but unofficially

described it as a precautionary alert. It included the most massive, large scale

riot control .training exercise in memory of anyone around (including lifers); unof*

ficial cancelling of leaves; unofficial directives for Gl’s tb get the personal gear in

order; big influxes of new replacement equipment; many rumors that a deployment ji

was imminent; a lot of paper work for clerical types as thoughia big inspection'were|
coming up; maintcn''..''.ce cchod'^lcs were speeded up; the general'scene was so simi'^;^;

lar to the stuff that went down before the hfideast alert that rank and file GIs were
. < ;.:ag

pretty well freaked out. A little judicious snooping around and a bit of eavesdrop*^

ping confirmed that soimthing big was indeed going on. Also the Civil A£fair8 Unit^
were beefed up and a lot of equipment was transferred to the national guard.

: ^
In view of the turmoil in the country then, impeachment, the building strike.,

wave, the SLA, Zebra, the crisis of capitalism; we decided to take the threat as rw
and countoring activity was imperitive. Unfortunately our lack of organisation and^^
people resources made our response slow and spurty. We did manage to get soma;^^
attention to the left press and the 3 or 4 'most active GIs learned a lot.

Last winter we began work the N. Carol5.na Alliance Against Racist and
Political Repression. The purpose was two>fold, to teach GIs about the rest of the^'
movement aiid to help the rest of the working class movement learn, about GI organ^g
izing. We were relatively successful in educating GIs but the difficulty in gettingj^^^^l

the message across to other working class people was demoralizing to GIs and'

probably was significant in the later demoralization and inactivity of the .GIs involve^.

Wc have heard some criticism of the Alliance as a CP front, but the value of woridng
with them here has;been that it in fact is representative of the class movement in- -*
Carolina and also is more than half black and ."ndian. The only other significant leftt

tendency around here is the NCLC and the choice seemed clear. Clearly there are 0
valid criticisms to be ma^de of the Alliance but we feel our support has been the :

;

principled stand ^at any socialists and anti-racists should make.

Bragg Briefs was published in late June after a lapse of 10 months. Without
help from the 3 Defense Committees, VVAW/WSO and.the local Cuaker House
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publication would not have been poeeible* We hope to get another issue out before !

Besides building for the Raleigh denvo the main organizing activities over the ^
summer have'been a haircut campaign and, currently, a defense campaign for some ^
Latinos who were beaten up by MPs. The haircut thing was based on a guy who re- j

<

fused to get a haircut based on sexual'discrimination. (A WAC .had been trans- v.#-

ferred to his motor pool as a diesel mechanic). W.e got lots of signatures on peti-

tions, but the guy got burned out after a while due to a lack of other
,
people refusing,??

dope, and the threat of heavy jail time. After a couple of tria.l date postponements

he was offered- a OD and a plane ticket home the day before the trial. He accepted.

As- far as the usefulness of haircut campaigns, we feel that it is important to sup-

port and organize -for mass popular demands, both to teach the usefulness of unity

and to raiise the demand that working class people have certain rights which we will

only get if we fight for them. Principled people may label the haircut issue trivial

,

and reformist, but for us, experiences in the military and jail have emphasized
that it is an issue of popular democracy. Perhaps it is similar to a situation in

which assembly line workers organize for the right to go to the bathroom.

''I;
The Latino campaign has been partly successful. We got affidavits from two '14

of the guys (out of U) and several non-involved people including some civilians and ^
an E-6 and his wife. At least one of the guys has been charged with assault on an

MP; two have been to CCF (correctional custody facility/art. IS). Wc managed to

get Ron Oellums, Ted Kennedy, and the governor of N. Carolina to ask for invest!*^
gations. The army's response has been to deny that the beatings occurred, to at-

tack the morals of the E-6's wife (the old paternity suit gambit--"! can get 20 guys'^
they actually got 45) and unoficially, to say the poor defenseless MPs (who carried

clubs and 456 and only outnumbered the Latinos Z to one) were attacked in a race
riot. WAC MPs were {resent during the incident at the MP station, though they did|
not beat anyone. The campaign is currently fizzling because of problems in dealing,!^'

with the Latinos; the language barrier, threats from the army to stay away from tli*B

GI Unicoi, and the charges filed against them.

' Vv'a

Quakers in the area seem to have taken a turn of some sort. AFSC has ceased;

all support of GI groups in the south and the church has been putting more emphasiS;^^

on "Cuah':!; Houses. " They are investigating the possiblity of starting one at Le-
Jeune. We had been holding weekly meetings of 6-7 people at the local place for. - .'t;|

almost two months, but last week the local board of overseers asked us to find ..v'

anofiier place to meet.

—
Repression has escalated recently. In May someone fired a half dozen shots

into the office /apartment, damaging a car slightly. No fiireats or midnight phone
calls though. In July someone painted black crosses on the car and mail box of the
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new staff man on two consecutive nights,- Last week one of us Wa6 busted for ma^*
taining a public nuisance* Not for the office, but for^^a dump which the landlord ke^}

in the back yard. The next door neighbor was also busted. Not so strange, per&pi
except that the offense, essentially for littering, was investigated by a half dozenir^l:

plainclothesm'en, including two S3I fState Bureau of Investigation) from Raleigh.'

'

The prospects for the future are unclear. One of us is working 60 hours a

week and the. other catches a lot of swing shifts and TDY like suiyone else on flight«^

duty. Thus the money situation is enough to keep- an office of sorts going, but

energy is depleted. Things are not happening because we are not being aggressiye/

and we are not being aggressive because thihgs are not happening. In the last year
we have attracted twenty or more relatively solid people (solid in the sense of.havr'

ing good politics) for 'a couple. of months, but the lack of visible organization, the

lack of continuous activity, discharges, transfers, personal and marital problems^

and a bunch of intangible things, have prevented us from really getting off the groui

Both of us are committed to the- premise that G1 orgcinizing is essential to the reyoV

lutionary movement. Neither of us, however, is immune to the above mentioned

disappointments and both ctf us would rather be working with a larger group in a
more politically active environment. BRAGG BRI£FS and the G1 Unionmay soon^;

die but at a ripe old age of sul and a half years. Are there some footloose, socialis;

out theVe committed to the G1 struggle ahd hip to organizing blocks ahd other wor^
in the' south?

.In struggle, ; -'i#

t, d. &:w. w,
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A Responoe to ^ "

Center for Servicemen's Rights

bv the VVAVf .'WSO NaHonal Office Collective
v

(This was sent to CIPA in July, in response to tiae report by Center for Ser-

vicemen's Rights, report in the May/June issue of ttie DISCUSSION BULUCTIN.
>,:^P

was accidentally left out of the DISCUSSION BULLEITN until now* Qur apologies

to the National Office Collective*)

Without going into a long polemic on party building and the Revolutionary Union,

we would like to re^ ond to some of the’ poix^ raised in the Klay/June issue of the

Bulletin. First, the gay question. W‘e don't have a position on the gay question. We'^^i

are trying to.unite as many people as possible ii\ the struggle against'imperialism, and

to take a position on every issue would,narrow our base, not broaden it. 'In your re-'l^.^';

lationship with RU, we feel you made a mistake. Meeting with RU, in our opinion,

does not imply any sort of blanket support for all 'of .their positions. When RU came
meet with you it is not likely that they came with the intent of recruiting people from
Center into the RU, From the description that you gave, they came to learn more
bout GI organizing in order to help them formulate their programme, something tha^^
we would expect any serious Marxist^Leninist party or pre>party to be doing. We
know if. they were aware of the gay person on your staff, but we doubt if that would haW;.

led them to call of discussions with you. If they Want to meet with you, even though

you both have political'^sagreements, ue think that you should accept the invitation

meet* While the gay question may be a very primary question for someone who is ^
oppressed by the anti«'gay attitudes in this country, the gay question is not a primdtyS
question in Ae struggle against US imperialism. Other problems, not the least of :

which io organizing Gls, should take tnuch higher precedence in trying to build unity

the movement in this country.
'

.'S.We also want to take issue with the last paragraph of your report about the RU
visit. It is not necessary for even a majority of the people in this country to accept

socialist ideas before a compivinist party is formed. A communist party will represex^
tlie most advanced elements of the working class and through its contact and work
among the working class formulate programmes that syntehsize the genuinely progres^^

sive aspirations r£ the working class. If the party is successful in its woxk, it vdll

eventually win the support of the vh ole of the v/orking class. But first a party must
built so that one. exists to win mass support. For you to say that "much more needs
be done before we can b\iild a party" is to put the cart before the horse. Imperialism^
is bringing crisis after crisis. People in this country know that things arent working^
very well, especially the economy. The purpose of the party is to provide a scientific^

analysis of our problems ^d offer solutions that the working class will accept. Tbat^i^l

of course, means taking up the day-to-day fight at tiie worl^lace. But it also means
taking up the fight on a national level. And that, inevitably, will mean the formation;^
of a working class .party. Conditions can't get much worse in this country, and to wai^
for the people to 'advance' is to miss the role of the party in providing leadership.'^'^
The party should always be one step ahead of the people and be providing leadership/^

confTK
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As far as quantitative vs. qualitative change In tiie cons clousness of the couhtiy/|^

well, that's not exactly a fair comparison. To use the war in Vietnam as an example^
tiiere are certainly quaititatively more people against tiie war. But at the same time^M^
that quantitative change means a qualitative change in the entire political makeup of j&e|

country. It has been, our experience that there has also been a qualitative change ih|^M,

people's outlook toward Vietnam. At one point the people were m2kinly opposed to the^
war because of all of ''our boys* who were getting killed. Even though none of our ’

people are getting kiUed in Vietnam anymore, there is still an overwhelming sentiment^

against continuing to.support the war. The reasons vary, but they have certainly

gone beyond the racist self-'^terest that existed years ago.

You say that you don't feel that a mass base exists in the working class that is-';^

conducive to building a party. Maybe you have a different view of a Marxist Leninistlf^^^

party tham we do, but in our view the party's role is not to get everyone at a workplace^^

to become a party cadre; the role is to develop cadre within the worl^lace.who can

provide leadership. 1 guess we're not exactly clear on what you mean by a 'base in

the working class. ' It seems to us, tiiiough, that the more important thing to ccnsidertf.

is the objective conditions.->conditions that would lead people to look to communist
party leadership for help in fighting back. Those conditions certainly exist today, a^d^^

witii such new swindles like the Experimental Negotiating Agreement (ENA), commox
known as the no-strike agreement, the militancy of the raxxk and file workers is c^r-^
tainly increasing. Even looking beyond the workplace and to the economy in general^
things are getting pretty tight. In short, people are getting fed up. If anything, that

leading them to at least look at alternatives to the present system. .
-

'

We believe, it's time .to start building a party and are very interested in partiei^

pating in the struggle to form a real worl^g class party. With an understanding of m
leadership role that such a communist party would provide for the united front, we ar
also beginning to discuss what the relationship of VVAW/WSO would be to a communis
party.

Unity, struggle, victory.

The National Office Collective

f i'
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A Response to the Norfolk
Defense Committee -

by the VVAW/WSO-Nattonal Office
!

•

' i

'•
*1 • •

Dear .Friends (at the Defense Committee):

.We read your project report in the August issue of -CIPA NEWS AND DISCUS-
SION BULLETIN, and most of itwe are in agreement with and are very encour-

aged by. There is one section, however, entitled *'July‘-4th Raleigh Demo’*, which'

we feel compelled to publicly reply to. The two p'bints we would like to discuss are

(1) the statement that the demonstration sponsored by us to Washington, DC, on
July 4th "had practically nothing to say to the particular oppression of Third World

'

Gls and vets, and so had little Third World participation;" and (2) your decision

to support the Raleigh demo rather than the DC demo.

First, our demands. It's not exactly clear, first of all, whetiier you are

simply making an observation or if you are critical of the demands themselves. It-

appears, though, that you are critical of the demands, to any case, it is impbr«< '

tant that the reason for these speciHc demands is understood. The purpose of the '

demonstration was to focus on amnesty and veterans. While we do have ten 6b-
' '

jectives as an organizational basis of unity, we do not feel that it is a good tactic

to raise ten demands at a demonstration. Although our ten objectives would have

spoken directly to racism and Cl issues, we do not feel that building around ten
;

demands does anything to Improve the political impact of a demonstration. If any<^* •

tiling, it only serves to confuse people as to what the actual focus of the demo is.

We were not trying to cover all forms of oppression, but rather to focus on specif--,

ics.

Now. As to not speaking to the "particular oppression of Third World Gls and
vets, " it is true that a demand against racism would have directed the politics of

the demonstration more to the 'particulars’ of oppression faced by Third World Gls

and Vets. However, our goal was to focus on amnesty for war resisters and the

particular oppression that they face as war resisters, which is bad discharges and
inadequate benefits, since vets with bad discharges are by far the largest group
for whom we demand amnesty. Those were the particulars of the amnesty question, .

with the "Indochina" demand bringing in the anti-imperialist nature of the resistance

and the continuing war, and the "Nixon" demand bringing in imperialism at home,
including his refusal to consider any type of amnesty.

But even putting aside the basis for our focus to this demonstration, we think

thb dememds did speak to Third World.Gls and vets. With regard to Gls ^ the de-
mands were not the 'day-today' type demands like "End non-judicial punishment"
or "remove Captain so-and-so. " They do, however, have a' great deal to say to

military orgahiz^ to general. As we pointed out to our POSITION PAPER ON
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';'7';.‘vAMNESTY (see our pamphlet on amnesty), t7E*.ch was adopted a year auid a half

ago, "A broad-based amnesty campaign which stresses the correctness of individualr^

responsibility for resisting criminal orders would help to break the new ideals of

the military machine. It should be seen as a way of opening the minds of new re« .;f|

cruits for the volunteer army to the possibility and necessity for refusing orders :

that they find objectionable on political and moral grounds. •' We also pointed out -;p

in our position that we felt amnesty "makes the connection between the GI move-
ment and the civilian movement clear by recognizing the magnitude of the GI 8trug- -|

gle. The attention and consciousness of the civilian movement to that struggle will

help to point out possibilities for future united politic^ work, and will be a clear
,

step forward in the breakdown of class and race bias. V ^There is much more in
.

the booklet about the zmUtary and the connections we m^e between it and amnesty,

as well as the connections we 'make between amnesty and Third World oppression...

Suffice it to say that we tbink our demands did (ai\d continue to) speak to GIs in
'

their role as part 'of an imperialist military; by definition, that must also speedc to

Third World Glo.
'

•

.
’ ^

There is also the question of bad discharges. Third World GIs are hit hardest^-

with bad discharges, and we^ diink that demand also speaks directly to them, par-

ticularly since the military will be using ^e discharge system to 'weed out' the
‘

growing number of Third World enlistees who are facod with joining ^t of economicj^

necessity, but who later decide that they are no longer going to put up with the ra- m
cism and other forms of oppression. It also speaks to Third V/orld vets, since they#*

have in the past, and v411 in the future, get the highest percentage of bad diseh' *

Not only that, but these bad discharges are much moret likely to atfect a Third
, .'Mv.

World person in getting a job than a white person. In case you weren't aware of

the magnitude cf the problem, Third World got 24% of all bad discharges in %
the last ten years, even though (bey made up only 11% of the military.

.

'

'M''

And this all leads directly into the question of benefits. Not only do Third
World vets have bad discharges to contend with, but they are much more likely to

have to rely on the VA for health care or educational money than white people ar^
A bad discharge virtually assures them they won^t get any benefits; and even if they#;,

had a.good discharge, (he benefits are'wcefully'inadequate.. Again, 'Third World '^y

vets have gotten'the short end of the stick with regard to the and as Third
World vets their alCcrnatives to the' VA are obviously much less dian white vets. .

"

Within the context of the focus of the demonstration, we think the demands.
spoke very directly to Third World GIs and yets, not only as Third World people, V
but as GIs and vets in general.

;

We also disagree with your ccoiclusion that since our demands suii^osedly 'X
didnTt focUs pn specific Third V orld issues that this was the reason for the small
Third World'turnout. If anything, that is a simplistic analysis. 'We think the rea- X
son'fOr the small Third World turnout bad much more to do with .the fact that our
chapters didn't do much pre-ddmdnstration organizing in Third World communities^^
That, of course, is a shortcoming of our organization. But to continue on this X
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point. briefly, we would like to point out th&t in one place where we did pre-demonstra*
Uon "orga^sing, " prisons, we got a tremendous respons^ froni Third World people.

At the July 4th rally, we cited petitions of support for the five demands which were-

returned to us from 20 federal and state prisons with over 800 signatures. By even ;4;

’ conservative estimates, at least half of those signatures were from Third World pri» J

soners, considering that roughly 75% of the federal and state prison population is

Third World and that the moat politically conscious prisoners are Third World.

Finally, we are punzled after all that you had to say about the Raleigh demonstra-.;

tion and against the National Alliance Against Racist amd Political Repread on that you

.
still went there instead of to Washington. We certainly don't think that you would claim,

tli'at everything was a surprise. But the NAARP aside, we think the demands them-
selves would have argued against going to Raleigh rather than Washington. If pur

demonstration had, as you say, little to say to Third World Gls and vets, the Raleigh '

demonstration had nothing to'say to Gls or vets--of any natiohality. ' "Abolish the

Death Penalty" and "Stop the Behavior' hiodification Center were two <f the three

demands (depending on how you count them) of the Raleigh demo. We can't see how
these demands are even remotely connec^rd with the G1 Movement; they certainly

have little to do with the vets movement. "Free All Political Prisoners" is a good
issue to educate Gls around, but it alsb'is not a burning issue of the GI movement.
The theme of the demonstration, "Stop Racism and Repression, " also does not in any-.!^.

way Identify the military as an institution where this is a problem* Of course there

is rricism and repression in the military, but to try to connect this demonstration
•'

J

(which was directly n^inly at North Carolina's racism and repression), with the prob*';i|.

lehie of Gle is stretching the political purpose of this demonstration to the outer limltsif

. - I
Our main problem in understanding your building for the Raleigh demo instead of 4

ihe Washington demo, however, is not so much tlie Raleigh demo itself, but the fact

that there, were two national demonstrations on the same day and that you chose the
*

Raleigh demonstration o>ver Washington. (It should also be noted here that first of. all

it would be physically impossible and organizatiOhall impractical for us to wai.Mor a
response from every national organization before we selected the dates for our demon-|'

'

stration. Secondly, the dates for the two demonstrations were announced in our re-
spective national publications during the same two-week period in late April. ) The
reasons you gave do not seem to offer much support for your decision. The first rea- vv
son you gave, to build civilian ties in your area, is a logical reason to go there. The /

other two reasons, however, seem to speak in favor of going to Washington. As an.

ahti-imperialiet organization, it would seem tint you would choose to support a de-
monstration that was anti-imperialist rather than one that was categorized by you as
"anti-racist. " It wou|ld have also.seemed more important to "help provide a more _

anti-imperialist GI presence" in Washington than in Raleigh. The demands raised in

Washington can certainly be tied closer to the problems of Gls than the Raleigh demo
d^. It's true that racism 7.ffects Gls, but it also affects people in every other walk of V;

life.. The point is that there is nothing specifically "GI oriented" about racism; it's

not an issue that is limited to Gls. It certainly is an issue that has to b e raised in the
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Ormovement, but to say tiiat the Raleigh demo was speaking to GIs more tiaan

Washington demo,, simply because it was raising the issub of racism, seems like far

fetched political rationale to us. Our strategy is to raise issues such as racism in ^
conjunction with demands that directly affect the group of people you are trying to or- ''0

gaiiize, in your case GIs, and our' case vets and GIs and those who support our program;;

From our understanding of your goals, they are much broader than just organizing ar ;u<‘:

gainst racism: they include organizing against the system that perpetuates, racism-- 4
imperialism; which is why we expected you to be marching with us in Washington, ra- T|;

tiier than in Raleigh. '

In conclusion, we want to say that we feel that this discussion goes beyond just the\

question of which demo you went to. The decision made by you was a conscious poU-
ticla decision which reflects a general political outlook of your organization, which is

certainly not clear in your report. We v/ould like to work with you in the future iri .

building the G1 movement, but it looks like there is a need for a lot of political strvigglel

if we are to build closer unity. The decision by the Defense Committee to go to Ra- .M
leigh rather than Washington was an indication to us that we are moving further apart

than closer together. We think that the decision to ally yourselves with the National ...UM'

Alliance Against Racist and Political Repression, an organization which you don’t see^l
to have any praise for, was a political error:inot only because of the nature of the

NAARP which you aptly described in your report, but also because you ignored build-.:^r

ing for, or participating in, an anti-imperialist demons^ation which represented ycuirM.

politics much more, and ^ke to the pepple you are tr*,'ing to organize much more, '

Chan the Raleigh demonstration. Vie hope this criticism is taken in a comradely man-;M;
her and that it will bring out the much needed discussion about our organizations and'

the GI movement, as well as the NAARP. > M
We'd suggest that folks read our iZ-page booklet containing our position on am-

nesty. We hope it makes our position more clear nnd that it will explain to you in

much more detail why we think that'amnesty does speak directly to GIs and vets, M
especially Third World GIs and vets.

In Solidarity,

The National Office
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Hair Fight Continues
Berlin/Hei^elberg Sept* 23, 1974 ' v^'

In tlie second round of cpurt-martial proceedings against EMs who refuse

to comply with military hair regulations, FF'C Louis .M. Stokes of HHD, US Army •

Commxmications Command in Mannheim, W. Germany, was sentenc.ed to 4 months
.^l’

of confinement at hard labor, a bust to El and loss of 2/3 mon^ P2ty» ,
The Special ;:v^

Court-Martial took place on Sept. 18—more than 5 months after Stokes' initial

charge. He picked up the exact yentence given to Sgl.' Dan Pruitt at Alcombury Air .;.

Force Base (England) in January of 1974. x!

The small courtroom of Judge Green was full with soldiers 'and supporters,

despite his efforts to cut down the already limited spectators’ section. Seats

reserved for the prosecution's guests remained empty and Stokes' supporters—
several of whom are long-haired soldiers heading for the defendant's.table in the

coming month8--slmply filed in and took them. Earlier, the guard at,the gate of

Sullivan Barracks had asked some ci^lian spectators if they were connected with

the G1 paper "FighT bAck" which was to be barred from the base. They immedi-
ately replied "no, " reached to remove their quite visible' 'Fight Back'' buttons

and strolled on through the gate.
'

After a 3-miaute "deliberation, " the jury of two 26-year veter'an NCOs, two
lieutenants, and one captain found Stokes guilty of two countst

,
disobeying a

"lawful" order from an NCO and failure to obey an ^rder or regulation from a 11
'

commissioned officer. One of the original 6 jury members was eliminated by de-

feiise challenge, after admitting he had previous knowledge of the case. Through .fl

staff meetings, he had been told to expect "strange people on the installation" oh-

the date of the trial and the possiblity of demonstrations on base had been dis-

cussed. Stokes was. roprese'nted by Bill Schapp of the LMDC 'in Heidelberg. The
thrust of the defense was to reduce the maximum sentence at the' Special Court
Martial: 6 months confinement at hard labor, 2/3 loss of pay, reduction to £1*

Pointing to Lou's blond, ear-covering locks, Schapp said it would'be hard to argue

that Stokes hadn't violated existing army hair regulations. What could be argued M
were Stokes' motivations. In the extenuation and mitigation 'of charges hearing,

more them 10 witnesses, including Stokes, attested to his character, job perfor- .''W;

mance, and the generally oppressive nature of hair regs.

Two character witnesses, associated with Salvation Army projects in Los
Angeles smd San Francisco, in which Stokes had participated, testified to his

'

honesty, sincerity, and "tremendous sensitivity to fairness and individuals not

getting fair shakes^ " Stokes' own immediate NCO called his job performance as

a computer operator "fantastic, " and stated his long hair "hadn't interfered one

bit with his. job. " Immediately after making his decision* in April, Stokes had M'
approached him ask^g whether his actions would upset the unit's perforniane'e, the.^'

Sgt. added* •

: ,

-
'•1 .
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An Army psychiatrist was the fitst of the expert witnesses called by flie de-"'

fensc. It was his opinion that if new regulations allowing ''harmless self-expression

with hair and dress codes were implemented, general morale would improve im-
menseiy. Two NCOs, both instructors in the race relations program in Hanau,

agreed that the military haircut policy was one of the most podamon complaints

brought up during their sessions. One explained that since a number of women
have moved into combat-ready positions, a very visible double-standard has de-

veloped. Current hair regulations for women only stipulate that hair not touch

the collar during duty hours.
'i. «

, .7-

The other instructor, a Black Sgt. , testified that the double standard also ap-

plies to Blacks. "Black soldiers can pack their hair for^duty and pull it out at

.night, "..he said, wadding thet the regs find vastly different interpretations f^om base

to base. . .

Two Women GIs, a photographer and a motor-pool mechanic, offered testi-

mony about their experience with long hair. One told of her recent 2-week field

exercises where 30 women in a batallion of 860 carried and firedi -weapons and
;trained with gasmasks. "It wasn't a problem of getting a good fit with a mask with

my hair down. With the hair up, it*s different, " she said. The mechanic related

that she'd been an honor grad of her AIT class where 6 women received their MOS
as wheeled-vehicle mechanics out of a class of 400.

.
' *

r*!

A medic in the Dutch Army also took the stand with long brown hair falling

a good foot from his beret. He testified that every soldier in the Dutch Army.is
combat trained and that every soldier has the freedom to choose his hair length.

Sometimes, nets are required, but only when the work is very dangerous.

Stokes took the stand last for the defense. Quietly and deliberately, he ex-
||

plained how he- had reached the point of open defiance. "A citizen does not cease
to be a citizen: once -he becomes a soldier, but becomes a soldier, because he is

a .citizen. " Turning to the lifer Jury, he said, "1 wish to serve the people. But 1

believe soldiers and Americans are tired of conforming to one man's ideal. I’ve

taken my stand hercj I'm not confomung anymore.

"

In his, closing statement, Schapp pointed out that the Army had once been in the

vainguard of American society in some areas, like with its early desegregation
policies. Unfortunately, that wasn't the case today. He asked the Jury to put the
recent presidential pardons and amnesty proclamations into perspective when
making a felon out of a person who refused to cut his hair.

After the prosecutor mounted ^rhially no arguments through witnesses, he
latched onto one theme in his wrap-up. Deterrance. With indirect but obvious ;

referrence to tlie growing number of soldiers who say "ho" to current military hair
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d. ’•W hat arestandards, he stated that deterrance was the real issue at hand. ’nVhat we are ' :|i|

confronted with is an order. We do have to be better in the Army. Louis Stokes

hasn't gotten better, he's gotten worse. Your decision may make others think twice^l.

before they decide to disobey orders. ”

Stokes received the verdict optimistically<--by no means surprised or disap-

pointed with it, ,_He had long prepared himself for the max. The deterrence argu-

ment may have been persuasive for the 3 officers and the 2 NCOs, but its logic

of fright doesn't* apply to the current number of Gls who have found the hair regula*

d^'Ons intolerable and are ready* to face court-martial for Qieir 'commitments. The
next trial in West Germany'has already begun, against Sp/4 George W. Stone of
5/68 Armored in Mannheim. Several others are oh the way, including one Gl'who
was'offered ah Expeditious Honorable Discharge if he would cut his hair. He
refused, And now it looks like ILt. Matthew Carroll-»anbttier hair resister--will-

face a General Court-Martial for his outspoke'n criticism of c^ss injustice within

the military. The max is 5 years. Resistance is literally exploding in the mili-

tary witli braids, mutton-chops and moustaches popping up all over. A recent re-

port from Okinawa tells of 30 but of a 40 man Coast Guard Detachment who have

refused to obey haircut orders and now face court-martial, in Tokyo. As of Sept.
'

' 22; ,15 Gls in West Berlin have received their court-martial papers and the num-
;;

ber 'bould rise to 40 within 2 weeks. Perhaps when 'Lou Stokes gets out--hiB

enlistment rdn'a until 1976--and returns lo his unit, this struggle will already have

been won, and serving the American people won't involve becoming a felon for

wearing long hair in Army greenSf
'

'I

David Medina fact sheet

San Diego, California
'

'I’i-

.

. 4l

In August, several 'members' of the .crew of the USS Agerh'olm,' a destrbyer,

got together to publish an issue of a ship's underground newspaper, the Scaggie
Aggie Review. The Review talked about worl^g’ conditions oh the ship, railroads

at Captain's Masts (Article IS's) and so on.
'

The ship was scheduled to leave for a WesPac cruise on Sept. 17. The folks

putting out the paper were concerned about safety ha&ards and faulty equipment
on the ship. (The primary firefighting equipment didn’t work; 'navigation equipment;:;

was faulty; engine foundations were rusty; there was inadequate ventilation below %
deck.) They decided to put together a press conference, before liberty expired on ;

the 17th, to talk about the conditions on the shipA'* They hoped to create enough
public concern to force the command to make needed repairs.

,

A wcek.'ior more’ before the press conference was to take place. Seaman
Recruit DavioJb^dina, one of the editors of tiie paper, 'was arrested on charges of ^
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"solicitation to mutiny':' "distribution of unauthori:ifed niaterial. " He was
to the 32nd Street Naval Station brig and placed in maximum security* His

prevented the press conference from taking place.

After Dave's arrest, a Dave Medina Defense Committee was formed at the

Center for Servicemen's Rights, to publicize his case and give 'him support, and

to talk about the issues of working conditions that the press conference would have

raised. Local civilian groups and press people were contacted, and a demonstra*
;

tion was planned for Sept. 25. The press took a real interest in the case, and >

asked the Navy a lot of questions titey weren't able or willing to answer. Infor- ..

matipn on TV anjd radio, and leaflets put. out by the defense committee spread '

wor^.about the case around 32nd Street,, .and the response from sailors was over** V

whelming. People talked about the case, passed around 'the leaflets, and made
their support for Dave known.

« "tif*

• . . •

The day before the demonstration, the brass announced that the "mutiny'!-

charge was being dropped to "solicitation to go UA", The Navy argued that Dave
had asked people to hold a press conference after liberty expired. The "unautiior«;|

ized material" charge remained the same. - The afternoon of the demonstration,
'

Dave was released from the brig and put oh restriction on the base.
• yJ:-'

That evening, 100 supporters picketed the main gate of 32nd Street, and
listened to a brief rally about the case. Needl.ess to say, there was much sup*
port from the base, and the brass was very upset.

' .

v-'

The court martial was set for Oct. 1. Between the demonstration and tiie

court martial, news coverage, leafietting by the Committee, and talk witii .

people on base continued. Local civilian friends also called the command to give

their opinion of the charges and demand an explanation.
,

'

The day after the demonstration, a writ was filed in Federal court, asking '^v

for a temporary injunction to halt the court martial and for pernaanent relief for

Dave through his Release from the Nayy. This action was based on a hardship
discharge Dave had applied for during the summer. His father and mother are
both unable to work, and he is the only person left to support his four younger bro* ;^'

there and sisters. A job was waiting for him at home. The Navy turned down his'

request for discharge without giving any rea8on**ground8 for a petition for writ s:i

of habeas corpus in federal court.
.
The petition also argued that. . since Dave

8ho\dd have been discharged l,ast summer,, there should not be a court martial on
charges brought against him since then.

. \ • '

.
.

'

-'1'

The federal court judge denied the temporary injunction to halt tiie court mar-
tial, but agreed to hear ttip matter on Oct. 28.
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On Oct. 1, the Navy announced that all charges against Dave were being dropped,~%fs

and that Dave was to be discharged. They gave as reasons the fact that witnesses

for the court martial would have to be brought back from the Agerholm (now on

WesPac) and ‘further review of the evidence. * By that evening, Dave's discharge

had been processed. He was given a general discharge. Z:'

iiv'

.

On October 2, Dave Medina and the two prosecution witnesses who were to

testify against him, held a press conference at the Center. They talked about

the case, and the reasons they feel the Navy was forced to drop it; as well as 'tj;

talking about the conditions crewmen face on the Agerholm.
'

David says that, although he is a civilian now, he isn't through with the Ager- v

,

holm. Me intends to continue to express the feelings of olher folks on the ship

about their situation, and to give whatever support he can to the rest of the crew
in organizing against unsafe working conditions.

RESOURCES

TURNING THE REGS AROUND: The third edition of TTRA is expected back
from the printers by mid-October. Copies will cost $1.25 for one copy; $1.00

for 2 to 10 copies; and $.75 for 11 or more copies. They are available from
TTRA, Post Office Box 8413, San Diego, Calif. 92102.
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THE GI CONFERENCE-.-PROPOSALS

WAW/WSO Reused Agenda Proposal

The following is a new agenda that we are offering. Following- the agenda is

our explanation why we feel this agenda will work the best.

FRIDAY 7 PM 1) selecting leadership group and discussion of its

function.

2) discussion of agenda and workshops.

SATi . 9 MA

SUN.

12:00

1 PM

5:30 PM

7 PM

9 AM

3) evaluation of past practice. . .

4) general discussion by each group (answering

questions about their reports; discussing &eir -

relatiott to the rest of the Gl movement.)

1) workshop on military strategy.

'

2) workshop on Gl work in relation to labor and
community struggles ’

.

lunch

workshops on miUtary disciplinary iSystem**UCKV^
brigs, etc. (can be broken down into smaller groups):

supper

1) workshop on counseling.

2) workshop on GI defense work.

1) workshop on working and living conditions •
-

(incorporated into this workshop can be a >

discussion of relating to military dependents. )

2) workshop on organizing on ships.
'

12:30 lunch

1:30 PM 1) workshop on racism and Third World orgahii^ing

: 2) workshi^ on women in the military - -
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5 PM- .
supper; c&ucus; run off workshop reports, etc.

8 PM- • 1) workshop on VVAW/W,SO proposal for Armed
Forces Day actions and program (see proposal)

2) workshop on special organising problems.

MON. 8 AM Plenary session

Explanation of agenda proposal

The first point that should be made is that the discussion and rationale for

this ageiida has come from our experience in conducting our own national meetings

over the last four years. The tliirteen national steering committee meetings that

we have held have helped us develop our ability to conduct political meetings with

a reasonable degree of success. We*ll combine our explanation with a response

to the counter proposal from the Center in San Diego and the suggestions from the

Defense Committee in Norfolk.

The Friday night agenda, we feel, should be accomplished by the time we
break up for the night. We think that the schedule will be tight enough as it is, and
We will have to be disciplined in trying to keep to the schedule. We agree witii CSR
that the' "general discussion" would probably last for a long time. Consequently,

We have relegated it to the last position on the Friday night agenda. If it gets too.

late, we feel that the general discussion will be the easiest item to cut.

The workshop setup that we have for Saturday and Sunday, we feel, will offer

the most effective use of our time. We disagree with CSR's proposal for not hav»
ing more than one workshop.^ at one time. First of al), we don't think it will be
possible to cover all of the topics (which are at a bare minimum as it is) if we
don't have simultaneous workshops. Secondly, we think that CSR's first reason,
"folks won't miss workshops they want to attend-'-and we will be spared the prob-
lem of decidingWhether we are women, or third world, or legal cowselors, " is

placing the individual before the collectivs interests of this conference. If we had
more time for this conference, we would agree to having one workshop at a time.
But given tiie circumstances, we should base our structure of the conference on
accomplishing the greatest amount of discussion in the four days of the conference.
It is true that some projects will miss some of the workshops; but making that a
criterion for single-workshop periods is not placing any faith in the rest of the

people in attendance. At our steering committee meetings, foe example, we often

have as many as four workshops at a time, and many regions have to pick one work
shop over another;^

:
We don't think that that situation has had any detrimental

effect on our discussions in tiiose workshops. Ji also does not mean that people
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Who miss workshops won't be able to discuss the topics or hear what was discussed v)

The plenary session offers the tinne for the workshop reports to be presented and- .

for questions and discussion to take place at that tinie.^''^'-
.

We also disagree with CSR's proposal for plenary sessions to be interspersed

throughout the workshop periods Again, from our own experience such regular

plenary seSsions would not add anything to the effectiveness of the conference. V

First, it V/' uld^be. a duplication of the final plenary session. Sec'o'h<^, we'feelitis

safe to assume that people who missed a workshop will be talking td'somedne who
was at that workshop and learn of any proposals or controversial (hscussions.;

’

'

Finally, we don't think there will be enough time to do (his.

As is evident from our revised agenda, v/e disagree with CSR's agenda struc'* .

ture. Aside from the plenary sessions'taking up extra ti^pe in between workshops,

we think that there will be a lot of duplication if we use CSR's agenda. A discus^
,

V,

sion of military conditions and' consciousness, which they have at 1(30 on Saturday,

should take place in each of the workshops that we have proposed. We don't (hink

any workshop should overlook the concrete conditions that.we afb faced with.

As far as organizing is concerned, we have the same basic objective in rhind

that CSR has, that is, to move from a discussion of the problem, the politick of the

problem to how we are going to attack it. The difference, ho’.voyer, is that we feel

that this, could be accomplished much more efficiently by going through that process^,

in ’individual workshops on each topic, rather thah trying to gear the whole work>
shop s^edule around that goal. We don't foresed hny of our workshops as just a

general discussion of the problem; that would just lead to endless intellectualislng 'p.

about the problem. Instead, we feel that each workshop should be primarily con-
earned with "how are we going to organise around this problem. " *

1
/'

We also thlnk:that it would be unrealistic to try to get through all of the topicsJ^|j

they have suggested in the -Organizing workshop in four hours. We think it would
be a miracle if we could get through even half of the items in such a short time.

As far as the breakdown by each service that is suggested in the Orgemizing work-;^’>'

shop, we don't think that is necessary at this point given the relatively small num- ' ^

ber of projects in existence. In the future, hopefully, this will be necessary, but

for this conference we feel that the particular problems of each service can be
raised in each workshop. (We also don't think that anyone should approuch the

conference with the intention of getting our organizing down to k science for each '

service. Wc see that as certainly a good goal for the future,' but at thio confer- '•

ence.we are more interested in seeing a programmatic uni^ develop that can lead

us to that point, in the'^uture when we can achieve that higher unity.).

The f^ppitn^icatiou and’e^genization within the GI Movement workshop'we
don't feei is necessary at this time. We already have a vehicle to communicate- *'''

and discuss issues, GIPA NEWS AND DISCUSSION BULLETIN, and projects sbo^
’
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already be corresponding and sending their literature to other GI movement offices.

If someone has a specific proposal, it could be discussed in the p>lenary session;

but otherwise we don't think it warrants a two-hour workshop,- given ttie other is'--
*

sues that must be discussed.

m

Now, to respond to suggestions made by the Tidewater befense Conunittee in

the last BULLETIN. We weren't ignoring Third World Gl groups in our Racism
workshop; we felt ,|:hat it was included ^hen we mentioned "how to fight back. "

Sorry if this wasn't clear.
.

• •
'

We do feel that we made a serious omission by not including a workshop that

discusses the use of GIs against workers and against community struggles. Conse-
.•quently, we created -a new workshop for Saturday morning in which we intend to

' ' with die points raised in the second and third paragraphs of the Defense Conn-
ie's suggestions; ,i.a. , the domestic use of GIs, *

.

.'A'

deal

mittee

The suggestion on educating GIs and dependents about the "dangers of fascism;

martial law, or a coup" could be included in the workshop in military strategy.

Education, we feel, would be a natural programmatic approach to what we will be

discussing in the Military Strategy workshop.

The workshop in Women in the Military could certainly Include die'"idsology
’

of male supremacy" and so forth. In our suggested agenda items we were^,|t trying

to write a position on. the subject, but merely to cite the general categories that, .

needed discussion.

It is our foelingl

The reason for this posi-

tion is that we feel that such a discussion would only lead to a seriously divisive

The final item we would like to respond to is the gay question,

that this item should not be discussed at the conference.

attitude developing. As* we see it,, there are two totally opposite views on the

question of gayness, and to pxpect these differences to be resolved in a three hour
workshop without any prior docuniepts being circulated is a poor decision. Keep-
ing in mind that the intended goal of the coi^erence is to achieve some program-
matic unity, wf don't feel that a discussion of the gay question vrill come anywhere ''

near a political unity, much less a progranunatic unity. We feel the more proper
forum for discussion of this question is in GIPA NEWS, -.if people at the conference'.:i||

feel that this is such a burning issue, then, of course, we would have a workshop.
But we tiiink such a workshop would shed more beat than light on the subject.

A few more points on the agenda. The workshop oh Military Disciplimry
System which is^.scheduled for Saturday afternoon is the longest workshop of the

conference and is the only: one at that time. By giving this workshop more time
we weren't saying, that it was a more important issue than other topics; what we
did feel, however;-, wi.u ttiat Qiere are so many things to talk, about under this head
ing that it would war.r^t much time to cover everything. It could be broken down

.
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into sm^ler groups each discussing everything under this heading, or the smaller

groups could each take* a subheading. •
'

' 5^

On Sudany night we have suggested a workshop on the proposal that we are ' "

submitting. We think that a discussion of this proposal will offer people a chance ;v
to discuss in a workshop a 'long range* programmatic-; appr oach to organizing,

Such a workshop will also offer the body a cha .'ts to-disduas programmatic ideas • ::

that came out of ; .evious workshops in relation to.a naoreioohesive 'long range'

approach to organizing, and it will also perform one of Jhe jiiain functions of

a vyorkshop. Which is to hash out ideas before they come tdi^he floor for discussion, f

In additidn to thinking that we have a good proposal for a minimum program, we

also think that' a Workshop on the proposal will provide the forum for discussing

a broader pr6grrui»matic'approach that will be discussed incthe workshops on indi-

vidual topics.

Attendance at the Conference
We accept CSR's proposal that attendance be \mlimited. We do request, - ®

though, that people let us know how many people are' coming. We hold to our orig- -I':

inal pxDposal that there be five votes per project. • '

. I'

Participants vs, Observ .rs

This should be clarified, since it was poorly stated in oxfr -original mailing. '[•§

The only people who cannot vote are Observers, of which only one p‘er group is
’

invited. Those who are considered Observers received special letters and knbw
who they are; there were only about six such observers invited. '•

'tv

Leadership at the Conference
We accept CSR's proposal for leadership, with one modification.' We think.,

%

it would be much simplc.r to just divide the coxmtry in half at the Mi88issipj>i I^iyer.

and people west' of the"River chpose two people for the leadership comrhittefe' arid
,

tlie people east of the River choose two people. That will niake it less of an.aroi-
trary decision on our part, and will avoid bickering over the "boundary lines^^'

'll'
We- will have chosen the two people to represent our office^ which will bring (he

'

number to six.
"

•

_

'

-.i
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VVAW/WSO Program Proposal. for

GlWork

• '.*!> 4t
^

^r/AL

V.-e In VVAW/WSO see the need for reaching greater unity,wi^n the GI movem^l
as one of the major prerequisites for its-continued growth and development* We also^:

feel that ohe of tHe best ways we can begin the process of achieving such unity>*»and9
thereby building the anti-imperialist GI movement—is by building upon our strengths^

the common ground we already share, and struggling to achieve as much program- •

matic unity as we can in the process* While we will undoubtedly not be able to agree
:f|

on all, or even most, aspects of our work and the strategy for the GI movement
(although that, is certainly the goal we should all be striving towards), the greater

unified effort we can achieve towards common goals, the greater our success will be*^'

This is obviously not to deny tiie need, the absolute necessity, for struggle around
our political differences. Clearly that is the best way of clarifying our various. posl^_^

tions and of actually arriving at the best course of action. The point is, however,

that in the process of this struggle our goal is always towards achieving greater .

unity as a result: unity, struggle, greater tmity I ‘

t

To this end, VVAW/WSO is proposing that the upcoming GI conference adopt a'%
unified program proposal for GI work around a minimum goal—the 1975 Armed
Farces Day. Historically Armed Farces Day, along with work on ending the war ^
Indochina, has been one of the high points of the GI movement: one of the very few

:

times of the year when widespread efforts were made to mobilise Gls towards very. fW
basic or general goals* While we realise that this proposal is only for achieving a W
very minimum level' of unity for very specific and limited goals,, we nonetheless f^^iM
that it can be an important first step in the process of really uniting the GI movemen^!
and moving it forward. '

There are' 5 parts to this proposal, which we think should be discussed separate!

(1) The first part is the slogan wo are putting forward as tiie general political guide*M
line and goal of our work* That slogan is: BUILD THE ANTl-lMPERlAXilST GI ' M
MOVEMENT—UNITE TO FIGHT ALL OPPRESSION f ,

‘ %

(2) The second part consists of the general demands that we feel should be the^
focus of our day-to-day work with Gls in building for Armed Farces Day. Obviously
we are willing to struggle around the specifics of each demand being put forward, bui^^

generally the demands selected were done so on the basis of finding the greatest
political points of unity in the GI movement as a whole rather thsu: on attempting to Jv

select the specific demands that might be. mere applicable at one specific military
base. The demands fall into two basic categories:' demtands that are specifically ^
oriented to the day-to-day needs and oppression of Gls, and demands that link the Gl.^
movement up with the overall anti-imperialist struggle. They are: 1. End.all
racial oppression! 2. End the oppression of women in tiie military ! 3. End non- V

judicial punishment! 4* End the use of Gls as strikebreakers and riot cops! '¥

5. A single-type discharge for all Gls and vets. 6« Universal and unconditional ^
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I amnesty for all war resisters 1 7» Implement the agreetnents, end all aid to Thieu

t and Lon Nol ! ,

I
(3) The last'part of the proposal is that, based on the general slogem and

\
specific demands listed above, that local and regional actions /demonstrations should

i take' place at or near -US military installations all over the world on Armed Farces f

Day, May 16, 1$75. - - «,
'f- .

EXPLANATION OF PROPOSAL

Based on the experience of our own organization, particularly during the last 9

months, we feel that this type of approach lends itself well to mass organizing and ; v

towards building the people's movement. The essense of it lies in achievingias great
'''

a unity as is possible around a common program and then moving forward as a uni«

fied body to implement it. The program is ^aracterized in goals and orientation

with an overall political theme or slogan and is built.around specific demands to ba8e>^
dayoto-day work on>-demands that speak to people's specific needs and the Specific

way they are oppressed undet' imperialism, and demands that link up their struggle.. ' t
with the overall anti-imperialist movement. Day-to-day work around the demands is

done with the goal of building for a common massing of strength at a major high point ;;

of activity or, in this case, a coordinated series of actions /demonstrations. The

massing of strength being built for then in turn serves to broaden and deepen the: .

future mass work done on a day-to-day basis around the demands. Juntas the day- .'.Gj'

to-day work cannot be seen in isolation from the coordinated mass actions, themass
actions and demonstrations cannot be viewed in isolation from the day-to-day work
being doite; they should only be seen as high points in an ongoing campaign around the

:

demands.
»

In building for the national demonstration VVAW/WSO held in.AV^aShington this
':l

past July, our chapters focused on five demands, including amnesty, the war, bad -
i.':'

discharges, veterans benefits and Nixon. We felt that this was very effective in local

organizing and was a major reason for the successful 4 days of actions in Washington.;^

The point, again, is that the success was directly attributable to the fact that the

demonstrations were only seen as a high point in our ongoing campaign around the de-
memds. Similarly, day-to-day mass work was not seen as being separate from -the

building work done for the DC demonstrations, but rather an integral part of that

work.
I

We felt that starting off with one target date for a GI program was tiie best
approach and that Armed Foirces Day was the one day that everyone, could agree on.

As we sum up the experience of this period next summer, we niay .ell decide on con-
tinuing with this approach and adding some other dates for local or national actions, -

or adding or changing the demands. As to what actually, h^pens on Armed Forces
Day, this will be up to each project;;, base, or ship, ButWhate'trer forn^-these ections
take, it will be a day which GIs can look forward to when they can engage a united
form of resistance knowing that other American GIs will be doing likewise all over

'
'

' '

.

'^1
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the world. We think this is at the heart of what we mean when we talk about unity—
.

‘

hot merely a sense of toeoretical, political unity, but actual, concrete unity that
^

conies out of our day-tO~day practice. This proposal, ,.we feel, is a Starting point.

'

It Is a tAinimum program which we feel can lay the groundwork for refining and ' ^
broadening our work in the future and building unity in the GI movement.

* ^
:
".j

The demands which we have put forward (which we are willing to struggle aroun|[.

are chosen for a number^of reasons. The first is that they can all be tied directly

into the nature of US imperialism by getting at why there is racial oppression, why

women are oppressed, why there is arbitrary, non-judicial punishment, why GIs

arc ^used to break domestic struggles, why the military feels it necessary to brand

someone for life with a bad discharge, why the government refuses to gr2int amnesty

to war resisters* and why the US' continues to maintain its presence (including mili-

tary) in Vietnam. S'.

The first four demands, we feel, are self-explanatory and do not need elabora-^ ijl

tion for purposes of this proposal. The fifth demand, a single-type discharge,

ties the Gl movement into the vets movement. It offers the chane to illustrate the

-

fact that the struggles of GIs are part of a much larger struggle and that once they ar^
out of ^e military they will face other forms of oppression, i.e. heing a veteran.

'

the demand is explained well, it can help GIs to understand that it's not just the mili-^

tary they are up against, but a whole system--a system' that will follow them wher-- VJ

ever they go. And finally, this demand can be used to explain why GIs are not given

the option to quit their job. The discharge' system is,' in fact, designed to do just

that--keep GIs.from quitting their jeb by threatening to’give them a-Ufelong mark.

The amnesty demand, while not directly affecting most GIs (except deserters),'^
does raise one of the mc?i' important issues of all by pointing out that resistance to the^

military, resistance to wars like Vietnam is correct--that resistance to oppression
is our responsibility. 'Wq think that the strong history of'resistance in tiie'-mili^ary

in the last ten years should not be lost to the signing of 0ie Paris Agreement or the

signing of Pord's bogus amnesty. 'Rather, we think it should'. be brought forward in

our daily work and encouraged. The' 500,000 GIs who resisted the military and re- ^

ceived bad discharges and the tends of.thousands of GIs who have deserted repre-
sent a tradition of resistance which. shcnild be built on, and cCiinot and should not be
forgotten. As anti-imperialists, we shoXild b‘e encouraging resistance in the mili-
tary and constantly demanding amnosty for those who do resist and suffer the con-

'

'

sequences of resistance.

The final demand, which is on contihuing war, is a demand that not only
should be continually raised by all Amiericans, but it points to the mbst hideous and'

well-known example of US imperialism and military interventibn'in recent history.
'

While there are obviously many, many ottier such examples of imperialism and
people's struggles against it, it is our opinion that a demand on ending the war in
Indochina could obtain the widest possible unity within tiie ^ moveihent given the

'.:'a
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great unity already existing around &i8.demand» It is a^demand tiiat is increasingly.^^

b£ major importance for^bur work, given the concrete situation now in Indochina and^'
one tiiat offers a concrete example of what US imperialism really means. If

. : We would also expect that local issues would be raised. and added to these

general demands during the day-to-day work and again on Armed Farces Day.

Finally^ the slogan we are proposing for this program, BUILD THE ANTI-
IMPERIALIST Cl MOVEMENT^-UNITE TO FIGHT ALL OPPRESSION!, we feel sums)
up the essence of what our primary tasks are in the G1 movement. We feel that tiie

GI movement can, and must, be built on overtly anti -imperialist lines, . as indeed.it

has been in essence. Anything less than such a political perspective would be ob-
jectively holding the movement back 2uid tailing behind the level of political conscious-
ness existing among GIs*. Our role as GI organizers is to play a.leadership role,

showing GIs the best political direction they :can tdc e, not passively following behind/^^;.

whatever spontaneous actions they may already be involved with.. Secondly, the conV^^fi

cept of uniting to fight all forrps of oppression, . both those facing Gis and tiiose facing^:

all people aro\md the world, speaks to the concept of linking up the GI movement ..

with the people's movement as. a whole. It squarely points up the fact that the ^
.movement is part of the overall anti-imperialist movement and cannot' be viewed in.

isolation from it. . . r /

submitted by the VVAW/WSO National Ol^ce to the National GI Conference

y . ..

• f
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PROJECT REPORTS FOR THE NATIONAL G1 CONFERENCE

/<

Long Beach MDM

Wo have been recently seeing a good pick-up in GI's coming by the Orydock,
our paper is being well received on base also. This last issue has reflected better

contact with local struggle, and conditions on base. We successfully fought charges
against our G1 cadre by the base brass. It was over his participation in a demon-
stration over conditiohs on base. Charged witii disaffectin'g-'loyalty. we mobilized

lawyers, and made it known the charges would be fought. The brass backed down
and he never had' to f^ce his mast. .

m

A demonstration of Navy wives also was held in support of 'VRB (Variable

Re-enlistment Bonuses). 15 wives held this demonstration about 2 weeks after the

MDM action, and their law suit is still in the courts. Their leadership is apolitical,
..

but it^s a good issue to hit the brass with and expose ^e way they treat Gl's. About^
76 GIs are part of the suit, and we have covered it in our paper,

We just held an anniversary party at the Drydock. and about 10 GIs dropped 'if':

by. 8 of whom were ready for action. They haved faced 12 hour work days, and 6 day;.-

weeks. Refusing to come in on Saturday, they had to face mast and got fined, Wd '

are planning a campaign around working conditions witii these sailors, petitions, f'
redress of grievance, demonstrations, and perhaps a 138 on their captain. The groa^
is pretty well together and ready to fight back, and we are trying to get GIs from
other ships in on it, as working conditions is a common complaint. In fact, a bit

before these guys came by, GIs off the Long Beach came by with a list of their own.
We feel our contact and work is improving, though discipline in our group could be
better. We still face financial problems, so we are all kicking $10 a month in to

.

help out. '

'4i

The Revolutionary Union carried out a series of meetings with us. They first

approached us on the basis of wanting to learn about the GI movement, and include

demands in their programme they are working on. (We just wrote out a first draft

of MOM demands published in our paper, and have been receiving a good response /

to thcm .by GIs. ) After three general discussions, RU wanted to start to develop ;C.;

work with us. We asked if they could help distribute our paper on the base, as most:^

of our people are working steady jobs, but they declared that they did not want to be
just a labor pool for our group. Instead tttey wanted to develop our political work
for us. We felt this was opportunism. After three meetings they were ready to tell

us what to do, not wanting to do concrete practice, but sit at our meetings and direct '

our work. They bad the attitude of "you need political direction, and we'll supply
it. " even if they only meet witix us three times on the pretext of us educating them
about the Gl movement. They suggested we take Gary Lawton's case as a main
project, a campaign the RU has taken up as a major area, of work in S. Calif. While ~
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we have carried out propaganda work around --L&wton, we' did not feel it a major
cern for GIs, and if we did a major campaign on racism, it would be around some*
thing more concrete like the Midway rebellion. *

The second suggestion was to form "anti -imperialist G1 caucus. " This, wc
feel, would isolate us from the mass of Glsi- While we do carry on consistent anti-

imperialist work, we do not believe in raising tlie issue in an abstract maimer, and
tacking it onto our work artificially. In our past we' have gone through a period of ?

directing our main work at anid-imperialist propaganda, resulting in isolation from
base GIs. Gls are mostly concerned with lousy base and ship working arid living

conditions, brutality, harrasement, abuse of authority, racism and sexism* It is

our job to explain these problems in a political manner, showing how Uie military

is an imperialist institution.through the experience of the Qls themselves. Carry-
ing out general anti-imperialist education tiirough articles in our paper on liberation

struggles, etc., is also carried out* In fact, our first demand covers the issue of

imperialism and national liberation. Keverthcless, to just attract those Gls with

an anti-imperialist understanding to ciUcus activi^ surrounding only those actiy-

ities would be to isolate ourselves from die mass' of Gls. We have already seen ,
,

this happen in our previous work. Furthermore, RU uses "anti-imperiaUsm" as a
catch all, and in a vague manner. ' If you don't^ree with them, U>en you're a re-
visionist. They attempt to beat people over the head with "anti-imperialism. " We
are anti-imperialist, but we do not present it in the abstract, nor use it to do

sectarian battles with other. forces. In effect, the manner in which RU approached
us was to. make us a front group for their politibe. They only wanted to guide us
politically, coming up with abstract ideas, in an authoritarian manner, and refused
to do practical work.

Some thoughts about the conference: - - ' • •

We believe the upcoming conference should direct itself to establishing a
loose organisation, and not one which is centralised around a maximum program*
national G1 paper, concerning itself with G1 struggles as its content, would be good.

Aslo ad pting the GIPA Bulletin as an internal document, which in fact it already
serves, and to see it as a responsibility of all projects to correspond and support
it financially. The national paper and bulletin should be centered in different parts
of. the country, to avoid a small group coming to control the national voices. West
emd East coast conferences would be good follow-ups. We tiiink the San Diego propo-
sal for the national conference is more realistic and covers in mor.e concrete aspects
the important components of our struggle. Some of us believe we should see our
efforts in the general trend towards a new Communist Party, a party which will

certainly need military organizers and projects. But we do not wish to see any group
trying to capture direction, and bring the G1 movement under their wing. We
are aware that the National VVAW/WSO office is close to RU, and.-hope that efforts

to direct the conference will not be made by RU through the National Office. But
that groups will come in the spirit of gathering togetl^r the GI movetn.ent, not to

A'fM
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increase the hegemony of any one group, but in the interest of the struggle of GIs

and in the interest of achieving a higher form of organization and understanding; -

The GI movement is an inherent part of the United Front strategy for revolu>

tion. While strat'egically GIs must turn Uieir guns around and side with the people,

a strong tradition of struggle for democratic rights will give us a, good start when,

wo are in more intense periods. Imperialist invasions will continue throughout •

our history, iintil this system is overthrown. Because of this Gl resisitance to

aggression and foreign wars must be organized. Strikebreaking and riot control. .

will see more often use as the workers' struggle grows; here'too resistance must
be org^izedi' We see a constant form of resistance in the spontaneous rebellion

against^onditions of racism, working and'living conditions, harassnient,; and bru>;

tality. It is in these struggles, through the experience of GIs themselves, that

struggle and education occur. These lay the groundwork fop resistance to outright,

aggression against the people of the worlds hnd the workers of our own country.

Just as efforts of workers cannot go beyond militant unionism witiiout conscious

leadership by communist cadres, spontaneous rebellion is the highest form of

resistance among GIs without the conscious etiort of organizers to lead that resis«

.

tance to the' level of -political rebellion*

*. •
.

In struggle,

.t . J Long Beach MOM .
-

c-W'

Ft. Meade-Military Law Project/
Kiehwav 13

The Military Law Project was formed in January of 1973, All its organizing
has been in the post-Vietnam military, and our successes and failures can be traced'^^^ji

to the conditions found inth'e "volunteer" military',

The MLP was formed by a coalition of vets in the BMtimore-OC area who had rM
come together 6 months earlier to publish Highway D as a VVAW/WSO newspaper.
Ihe first MLP office was across the street from Ft. Meade, MD, in a small store-
front on the sleezy' strip of Odenton, MD. Because.the Fort has few combat troops >

and is not usually involved in- riot control in DC, it is not an especially strategic
.

base. But it does have large numbers of MPs and combat engineers; a huge stock-
ade (about 160 prisoners) and a PCF where AWOLS from the entire east coast re-
turn; and the security-conscious National Security Administration, where thousands

;

ofAF, Army, and Navy and Marine personnel work. Most Cls go into Baltimore -

or DC for recreation, and many actually live in those two cities. Although this
makes work with GIs and WACs harder, there are also some important advantages-- '

strong '^bor movements in Baltimoreland DC and the many militant demonstrations ?

in both cities l^ve been useful in getting GIs invol^^d• •

. ..-w
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We have had contact with other bases,, like Andrews AFB and Walter Reed
Hospital, but this has been limited since we primarily fo^us on Ft. Meade.

From the beginning military counseling has been an important program. The
two organizations 'which officially sponsored the MLP—and which paid most of the

bills, except for Highway 13 costs—had counseling programs. We saw to it tliat

MLP|s. counseling was aggressive, with a lot of attention paid to Art. 138'6 and

filing charges. We also held workshops to train Gls on their legal rights, and al-

though few of them began counseling at the MLP itself, many did spread their

knowledge throughout the barracks and stockade. Many Gls first became involved

through our counseling program, and most of the active-duty folks now working with

us originally came M for legal advice. We have a panel of psychiatrists who are

helpful in discharge counseling, and a good working relationship with some JAG
lawyers and civilian attorneys has been helpful at times. Presently, counseling at-

the MLP is on the decline. We attribute this to our lack of contact with' new Gls,

mainly due to the loss of our old office in Odentoh and Qxe government's successful.,

attempts to keep Highway 13 from the Gls on base.

Highway 13 is the most important tool of the MLP. We print 3, 000 copies

each month, which are distributed largely through oh-base vending racks which the

Post Commander allowed us to use after we threatened a federal court suit. The
• i

vending racks have not been adequate however--6Dme papers are ripped off, the

cans for donations quickly disappeared, and there is no personal contact with Gls

on base. Other means of distribution are impracticah there are no roads off>

base where cars, drive slowly enough to allow distribution, there are no off-base

hangouts for CIs (most o: 'em go to DC or Baltimore) and covert distribution on
base has been tried at every opportunity, but has not been very effective.

Over a year ago, we decided to go. ahead with our suit, demanding permission
for civilians to hand the papers out on base (it'.s an open base, euid previous court

decisions protect the right to' distribute). Al^ough the Army has now agreed to
'

allow civilians and Gls to hand papers out on base, there have been humerous de- >

lays, and we realize now we've neglected important work by putting too much faith

in liberal lawyers. It was loo easy to say "By next month we'll win permission to

distribute on ba8e--let'8 hold off until then. . ..
"

Highway 13 articles ha>'e clear anti-imperialist politico, and concentrate
heavily on the relationship between vets and Gl's struggles Md the struggles of

prisoners, students, and workers who are building organizations; We feel the

layout and style of the articles is good, and in the last 6 months have behefitted

from some Internal criHcism about rhetoric and phrase-mongering. Our weakest
area is articles about specific onrbbs^ issues, and this reflects a problem in our
contact with Gle--ih &e first 9 months, we have not involved Gls sufficiently in

mass practice, and they often worked with the MLP for only a few months. When
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they were transferred or disdiarged their contact with us ended, and we often lost^^M
touch with the unit. About 10 months agd we started ant^-imperialist study groups^ '

and weekly pickets, and our local base coverage is improving in the paper. Becauee'l.

we've effectively consolidated anti-imperialist lender ship.among Gls, we feel we now.

have a base to wbrk from. "
51

We have a mailing list of 350 which are mailed on a 3rd class permit, but mostj'

of the rest are given away free. The paper has been very, regular in the past year

(our ISdi issue is on. base now), and we feel tills is very important. f
. . Si

Members of Highway 13 arid the Ml^P support demonstrations.by publicizing the';

event and providing tr^sportataon into DC or Baltimore. GI contingents have gone 0^
to dozens of rallies and demos in the 19 months of our existence, and the MLP has v^,

been instrumental in organizing many of these events. - This linking of Gl's issues

to other struggles is .crucial, and keeps many folks active in the MLP. And in this .d

way we help to build a united front against imperialism, which we see as the only

way we'll bring about the end of the imperialist system.

And out, connection with other progressive groups benefits us directly, too—
there are frequently .as many civilians and vets as Gls at our actions and meetings .

and newspaper work nights, and we can always count on support from a half dozen

organizations in Baltiniore and DC. -

Anti-Imperialist Study Action Group'

Highway 13/MLP has been sponsoring an anti-imperialist study group for over'^

a year. In the beginning the group met at the Highway 13/MLP office,, and was con- f#

ducted by a regular staff member. Now that GI leadership is possible, tiiat group if.

meets in the homes of the participants in a rotating system. We feel that individual^^

homes provide a relaxed, more open atmosphere, one moTis. conducive to. study. At^
tile outset, only active-duty people were invited to attend, but now others are openl-y^
invited, particularly the spouses of the participants. This is done to prevent do- .

mestic hassles, and to Increase the number of participants. Criticism and self- ..'^t

criticism sessions are held at the end of each meeting and it is felt tiiese build unity^;

by ironing out misunderstandings, summing up the lesson, and pointing .out the best %i.

methods for dealing with various topics.

These are'^primarily study/aeffon groups’: a particular project of this group
is a weekly picketline in support of the UFW at' local grocery stores near the Fort..

The picketlines are supported by the entlre project—not just the study ,grcup. It "'ii;

has been a continuous action since August. -Prior.to tMs, the project had established'.'

a picketline in support of ^e Farab workers*' In addition to providing outreach to

the Gle who sh.op. at these istores^ the picketlines are good practice -.^d a valuable

part of the study group..*
‘

Pot-luck dinners and films have been 'very successful.
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ThAiii'a tM*^rtna\ >A Question of Torture (A Granada documentary about torture in Theiu's prisons), ''

Si Se Puede, and a Farmworkers' slide eh<w with a UFW speaker. Attendance has

r^ged from 18-23 (vets, Gls, dependents, and civilians)^, 'Weill do meuiy more of

these in the future. *
.

'

.t
. ^ ....

Our funding is mostly from the American Friends Service Conrunittee. Keep-

ing good relations with them requires a lot of time and we are careful to keep High-

way 13 independent (it's'^id for primarily by donations from tiie 10-15 people who
write and lay it. out). We don't have any plana to replace their funding, and we rec-_;;>

ognize this.is an error because it's, inevitable that sooner or later the worsening -

US economy will put them out of business or our militahce will drive off their sup-

port^
.

‘

In closing, our successes have been.due to the strong relationship we have with '

.

labor, student, and 'V'VAW/WSO groups nearby--the Gls are eager to participate

in civilian's struggles and ^ey learn a great deal from the cooperation. And we .

benefit from their support of G1 struggles. :

The main thing holding back our progress is the division between Black and -m-I

white Gls. We don't feel we can give this question adequate time in this paper and
so we.intend to present a special paper on this subject at the conference,

'•
I-.

GIPA News fii Discussion Bulletin

In 1972, the G1 Project Alliance in Southern California began a monthly news-.p
letter, called GIPA NEWS, with project reports and oUier news from the difierent

^

projects in California. Gradually the newsletter expanded, first to include all pro-;^! '

ject8\in California, and then to include the Asia projects, as a "Pacific Rim" new8-;| ‘'

letter.

Shortly after that last expansion, GIPA learned that the United States Service-^^
men's Fund was planning to close its office. After some discussion among fiie

Southern California projects, it was decided that USSF's discussion bulletin bad
been a really valuable tool for the GI movement, and that GIPA should continue the
-Bulletin by expanding the GIPA NEWS, i

^ *
. •

'' Since that decision, GIPA has put out 7 issues of file GIPA NEWS AND
DISCUSSION BULLETIN (including this issue). It has retained some of the features

of the old GIPA NEWS, like a separate section for "Pacific-Area" reports, and a „
'Y

"Resources" section, but its main trend has been to take on the work-done by the

USSF DISCUSSION BULLETIN, ^ . ^
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'Our Aesessment of the Bulletin

In general,. GI PA feela that the BULLETIN serves a useful purpose, and is

doing a fairiy good joh; Response from btiier projects has indicated that the

bulletin la very useful for them. It seems to us that it has had a general,

gradual increasd ih the number of project reports 'per issue, and that those reports.-/

give projects a very good idea of what other projects are doing, Jiow they deal with

problems, and so on; On the other hand, it seems to us.that the Discussion Section;

designed for analysis'of our work and discussion of strategy and politics, has been:.;

weak. Only a few projects have used that section, and the number of analytical.’

.

and reports has been small. When analytical things have been printed in

the BULLETIN, oh the other hand,- other projects have done a good job of respond-

;

ing to them, either through the BULLETIN or through discussion withihe project -.

that wrote the article. That continuadon of discussion, once it's- begun, has been -i

good; but we see a need for more discussions to begin. .

’'i
One cause of this problem, we're sure, is a lack of time at projects to write -a

analytical things, or to make an on-going analysis of our work; 'We don't know if '

the lack of analytical articles also means that some' folks donH see a need for them /

or don't find them helpful; or if their absence- means some other problem.

Another problem we see is that some projects haven't involved themselves
with the BULLETIN at all.-- There are a nu'mber of projects that send us regular
work reports, and some fo-ts who send them perio^cally. Other projects, how-
ever, havb never sent any material to the BULLETIN or answered our correspon-
dence with them. Again, we feel that this may stem from a lack of time. But -

wonder if there are other reasons as welU'for instance, if soire projects have
criticisms of the BULLETIN or-

a

senes that it isn't a useful thing,
. 1

",

Aside from this general assessment of the BULLETIN'S content, there are
several specific areas that we would like to -talk about. V.

. t .
- • • .

-

t **r .. ’ % fi

i How' *8 Work* and Decision -^Making Done 7 ‘i

The decision to undertake the BULLETIN was made by all of the projects in '

Southern California ^’-.d all took some responsibility for the work and decison-mak-
ing that goes into the '

:
""T..LETIN. -

'

Since the Center fori Servicemen's -Rights has a much larger staff and more
resources (a typewriter, mimeo machine, space, etc.) than other projects in the *

^

area, CSR agreed to do the bulk of ^e production work--corre8pondence'with pro'>"

jects to ask for reports and articles; typing up the BULLETIN; mimeographing >

and mailing it. Other projects agreed to help in gathering material for the BUL-
LETIN and, through GIPA meetings, in making su^^^ctions for and criticisms of
the BULLETIN,

CONiUtNTlAL
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Since most of the correspondence and work is done by several members of
^

the CSR staff who are representatives to GIPA> there, h^s been some confusion a- '“•Y

bout the diHerence he^een GIPA and CSR, and we apologize to o&er projects for.

this confusion. ,There has also been a natural tendency for some of the decisions

about the BULLETIN to be made by the folks who do, the.-actual. production work,

when there isn't time for full (^PA discussion of a particular decision. So far,

that tendency and the decisions have met with the approval of the rest 'of GIPA.
_

On tile whole, however, decisions have been made by the whole organization,

At our meetings, we make Criticisms df'the BULLETIN, decide on how it should

look, what its e^torial policy should be, how often it should come out, what its

budgeting should be like, and so on.
. M

We have also tried, in a couple of cases,^, to involve all projects that get the. f)!

bulletin in decision making, by asking them in the BULLETIN what they thought;^;

about an issue .(in one case, we asked who should receive the BULLETIN; in ano-

ther case we asked what our editorial policy should be). . This hasn't proved too

successful, since usually only a few projects respond to those questions, and we
aren't sure that they represent the feelings of the rest of the projects. We see a

need for a better way to get all Gl projects involved in making such decisions about

the BULLETIN^ in criticizing it, and in helping it to grow. '

'
,

'
' ’ '

Finances

’ In 1973-,- GIPA received a grant of several thousand dollars for regional

use. Otie of the uses we were allowed to make of that money was communication
tween prbject's. That meant that a part of the grant has been used to pay for the

'

DISCUSSION BULLETIN. Now, however, tiie grant is running out; and the folks.

who gave us the grant won't renew it. Our other work makes it very difficult for

us to spend much time on fynd-raising. We have, at this point, enough money for

about four more issues. After that, the DISCUSSION BULLETIN is going to be as

broke as everyone else (probably more so), and we feel that we need to face this

.

financial problem before the money is gone. I® v

A-
A couple of issues ago, we asked that projects send us donations for the

BIILLETIN if they were able (we suggested $1 for each issue, which is a little less /
'

than the cost of printing and mailing). We are $22 richer for that effort—two pro-!^.

jects have responded to the request. But we still feel that financial help from the Ivt*

projects who’ receive the BULLETIN may be one way to keep It going.; '

We also hope that other projects will give some tiiought to ways of raising
money for the,.BULLETlN, so that the burden will not fall only on the GIPA (which

is not really able to handle it right now). If the BULLETIN is useful to all of us, ]:

GIPA feels, then all of us should feel some responsibility for it, financial as well

' as political. '
'

! ^
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... .. . Who Shotild Receive the Bulletin? *

CONj^jfNTgii
One of the questiona we raised fo^. all projects to help us answer was &e ^

''4|

question of who should receive the BULij£TlN--whether it should be internal to the^
Cl movement, or be open to people in other parts of the movement* There was not y;

agreement on this question within GIPA, so we raised the question with other pro-'

jects. Some folks felt that only G1 projects, people who are doing organizing with

the military, should receive the BULLETIN. Others felt that people who wanted to
J

^

keep up with the practice and theory of the Gl,- movement, but who are engaged in

other kinds of work, should also receive it. We di.d not receive enough answers to

make a decision that we feel represents all of the projects, dr a majority of them*

So we have proceeded with a policy that we had made as a temporary policy.

At ,this point, BULLETINS are sent to projects that are engaged in orgauiieing with- if

in.the military; individuals who ape engaged in that work; and. individuals who used v;i

to work in the Gl movement and want to keep in touch with it*
. ..

We would like our policy to represent the feelings of the majority of projectsi^

So we intend .to, raise this question, during the Gl Conference, and and ask. people to';^

make a decision about it..... . •
, . .

j
.5-. •• • j.;' A^•

Summing Up -
•

; . |

In summary, it seems to us that the BULLETIN has been useful to projects, %
that it’s peen .able to continue at a pretty regular pace in its production and ^at
(at least so far), it's been produced without any major political or practical prpblernr

We see a need for more participation from projects in several areas—in contribut-!

ing material for the BULLETIN, in criticizing it and making su ggestions for its

imprpvement,. in. niaking decisions about.the BULLETIN,' and in making sure it can';

afford ,to con^ue.,:; ;.i
; ,

v . •
. i,\ .

.

V . ; * v-'. .
•* •' •

• ij.-

Center for ServicemenU Rights

. The Military Situation

.San Piego County is the home of about ISP, 000 active-duty people* That num*
ber is a little, bit deceptive,, since it includes people whose ships are home -ported
here, but who spend a lot of time in btiier parts of tiie world on cruises. The Mari
Corps .ha.s two base.s here. Camp. Pendleton in Ute northern part of the county, and
Marhie Corps Recruit Depot, one of the Corps' two boot camps, in San Diego City*

j. .. •> u*

..The Nayy;ha$,b.eein much, more interested in San Diego* . There is a Navy boo
camp here, several small schools bases, a submarine base, the west coast's larg
est naval station, 3 naval air stations, a major supply depot, a naval hospital,' and
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A
a numbcr of other minor based. These bases provide headquarters for the lltii -r';

Naval District, commander of the Pacific ocean cruiser and destroyer end^
the commanders of naval air and am^ibious forces in^'the Pacific. Over the lastf

year or so, the Navy has beguri shifting commands, people and ships to San Diego;>>^|

from other areas. Most noticable has been the move (still not completed) of some
28. ships and 13,000 sailors and civilian workers froth Loftg Beach to San Dlego.«

The Navy clearly sees San Diego as a central area for commands and troops, and ; vrp

we feel that this concentration may continue. -
jS

NoVv, San Diego County has about a million and a half people in all, which

means that the active-duty population and their families are very visible. The

Navy, in particular, has an incredible impact on San Diego’s population and econ-.>^

omy, through the economic needs of seryicepeople and "dependents, " and &rough
government contracts'for ships and planes. A part of the local housing shortage

is caused by the large and increasing number of military'folks, and an inadequate -.'p

amount of military housing. Jobs, schools, hospitals have all felt the impact of so'^;

many .military people, and of course the military has only encouraged the separa-ji^f^

tion'ahd tehsion between active-duty people and civilians. The brass also has ties'.^

auid influence with tlie local newspapers, police, city government, -and business.

One of the ugliest parts of San Diego's .^daptation to the military ia the "stri^l

downtown. Folks who have been there say It compares with Olongr.po in the

PhiUppines, Although many eldejrly. people and transients also live downtown, the;

area is designed to rip off servicemen. £vory bus that comes from a base takes

sailors and Marines to the heart of downtown. The area is crowded with porno

shops, massage parlors, lousy restaurants, bars, and rippotf stores. In one two'^

block stretch there are three (count 'em, thr&e) Tyrrell's Jewelry Stores. There<

are 130 massage parlors in the city (that doer.-^'t count the rest of the county)

a.goo(j xfiany are downtown. So-are the pimps and the rip»off baths. The strip

extends for about a quarter-mile down Broadqay, and dov^n many of the intersectingj-

streets.' /

Now, San Diego is a beautiful place, with parks and beaches and good res-

taurants and pretty countryside. But if you're in the militaz^', you never see

them--and no one will tell you how to find them. Being in San Diego, like many
military places, is an incredibly lonely and alienating experience.

Who We Are and What We Look Like

m
.•?S'

In the middle of that mess downtown, a block and a half off Broadway, up the

world's longest stairw'ay, is the Center, if-you want to be nice about it, you could

say that the Center was once a hotel—there are about 12 medium siaed rooms off

a large central room, which serves us as a place to rap with people and do coun- ;%:

seling. The Center also has a bookstore, which caters to both GIs and civilians
.'f£'

(except for Turning the Regs Around and Advice for CO's. most sales are to GI;



cadre or civiliane)^ There's a r.oom for Up From the Bottom, a large. room for

grams, films and meetings* And for the time being, one room is on loan to the Na^;-^

tional Lawyers Gvdld chapter here*

Mahy people who walk up the stairs come for leg2d help*
.
Our reputation for^

good counseling, and Up From the Bottom, are the two- main ways in which people

find out about us* More folks come for help than to check us out; but very often the^P
folks who come by for help stop to find out what we^re doing politically, and to leam'^
how they c^m take part in that work*

The core of the Center. Is a collective of folks who have made a major commit*
ment to working with the G1 movement* The size of fiie collective changes often*

Right now there are 9 of us here, but that does not count the 4 staff members who are

presently bn WeePac cruises, nor the 4 who are on "leaves of absence. "

What is this collective? Well, we see ourselves aoa political unit, a groups'
of folks who have a lot of common political thought, who see our main area of worlc^as

the G1 mokrement, and who feel a responsibility to carry out the decisions of the whbW:
group* If you wanted to describe our polities in a litfie capsule, you could say UiatM'
we are Marxist-Leninists* That doesn't mean that everyone has to be Marxist- 'r%

Leninist in order to be part of the collective* We don't think that active duty peoplel:

need to be Marxist-Leninists in order to join it; our criteria for joining are tighter^;

politically for civilians* But the majority of us share those politics, and &e folks

who don't ihuet feel that they can work with folks who bonsider themselves Mai;xl8t^:
Leninists* Mi

Most of the folks in the collective work for a living, and most of us have bee^
in the GI movement for quite a while. We've seen times when folks lived at a lessr^
than-subsistence level to work full time at projects, and we've seen folks.get buxnt^
out on a schedule of all political work and no stopping for study or personal life.

Out of our own needs to survive while we work at the Center, and secondarily out

those observations, we've developed a 'pace of work’ that fits the needs of people "M
in the collective* Because most of us work, the large sise of our stafi doesn't pro^Jp
vide as many people hours as we might want. Some folks can spend only a couple. oi^
nights a week at ^e Center* Our pace of work~-on the newspaper, on projects we'^
undertedee, on making decisions—is rather slow, although sure* The level of c<»n-|'^

mitment is good, and things invariably get done. Somehow we've acquired a
reputation around here for being solid—we think that's'where it comes from* But:^
that pace of work also lacks excitement and doesn't look real energetic all the tim.e*^

Active-duty folks and dependents who are looking for a sense of excitement in &e -fS

movement, quick activity, and a high level of energy, may well find them lacking.

We see this situation as both a good point (in fiiat we don't burn out, and in that

.

we don't give people the false expectation that state power is just around the corner)!:
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and as a bad point (in that many lolks need that sense of exoitem'eot in' order to help

them become 'involved and feel a part of the movement;) • v-

Besides the colleetlve, there are a number of aetive»duty folks and civilians 4

who work around the Center (some a little^ some a lot)« but aren't a p^t of the -
' V;

eoUeetive. In some eases that's because they don’t have enough time, in others

because ftey aren't sure politically that they want to be a part of it). That group

of folks varies a lot toot it ean range from about 10 people to about 20. ]

'

..

y ^

What Are Cur Goals "i A
Some time back, the Center set down for itself tiuree main goads, around

which we would work. Those are (1) raising proletarian class consciousness, (2)

lucking wi& &e military (otherwise known as impairing tiie ability cf the military

to carry out fte imperialist policies of Gds country) and (3) helping people. We
aee that all of the work we do fulfills at least one, usually more, of these goals*

-i|.i

Raising Class Consciousness. The Center feels that raising class conscious*

ness is the main, or primary, task tte movement has to carry out today. That's ••V;'

true whether wc are working wi& active •duty people and tiieir families, or in the

workplace, or elsewhere. Through propaganda, agitation, discussion, and class

struggle in many forms, ttie movement needs to talk about tiie idea of a class, a*
,

bout the way working people are exploited and oppressed as a class, and about ttie S
way we can fight back as a class. Many folks we work widi see that military is^-

messing with ttiem. Many also see that oUter folks are getting messed over. Bttt,'|V'

aside from being sailors or marines for a while, they dwi't see themselves as a
part of a group of people with its own set of problems and witii a collective way of

attacking those problems. Wo see ttiat talking about the nature of class society, . 7^
taildng about the common problems working class people face, ttte need for unity,

and the need for collective action is a critical part of the movement's work in thisA^

country. We think work can be done in many of the projects the Center under^||^

takes, from articles in Up From the Bottom to campaigns around working and Hv*l%
ing conditions on a ship, to talking about legal hassles witib folks who come in for

counseling,

•
. 'v

Fucking with the Military, Now, the military has a special relation to impe^
iallsm, beihg what you might caB tiie ”armed wing of the state. " That means peo^f
in tibe milttary are, in many ways, closer to the point of the contradiction of this~

Country's attsmpt to monopolise the world. It means that Ihe military carries out*

at home and abroad->«»the policies that allow imper^lism to eonti&tto aftd esq^and^

it means ttxat active^uty pec^le and often their families see that domination up cl^'
They see in the wars they fight. In the maneuvers &ey car^ out, in the faulty :|-

machinery and long hours they face everyday, W‘e think that one of the tesks of fhef

•*94,
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harder for the US to use the mUitaTy to doininate o&er .4^

countries and to make it harder for the ruling class to use it aga.in8t strikes and *.

domestic riots* By making Gls^i^re aware of .the^ei^^ the military* by encour-J^
aging the questi^s they alread^ask about what they are iorced to do, and by ’

,

building a strong Cl movement, we Impede the military^ ability to carry out wars rM
and other policies counter to the needs of Uie people in this country* Again, this worl^
is done through UFTB, through campaigns around working Conditions, ttirough agi*

tation against WesPac cruises, and so on*

Helping People * We feel tliat it*s an Important tiling for the movement to pro-^l
vide help to people whose lives are harmed by this system* Partly it's a good thing p|
because that kind of help from the movement makes clear tiie movement's Integra-

tion with the people, its aims and its desire to create a better life for people* Folks

don't Just join the movement because it sour good, but also because it offers a

possibility for changing their lives and others' lives* A part oi that is seeing that -'^^0.

the movement doesn't Ignore, but tries to deal with, day-to-day problems and needs
as well as long-range ones* Providing services that people need is one way to do
this, and a good way to meet people and to talk witii them about the movement. ’

Now, some folks think that helping people, having a counseling or any otiier

"service" program is reformist* But that is not inherent in helping people; rather, "^',

the r''forml8m comes in when helping people with tiieir immediate problems becomes^'
an end in itself* It comes in if we make people think that nice folks can solve their

problems with a lawyer or advice, and tiiat Ihe problems will just go away* So long ’.'-jM

as it is always clear in our work that short-term problems are part of long-term
ones, tiien our counseling and other "service" work are not reformist* we put ,'i^^

our faith—and the servicepersen's—in the law, and talk only about the details of

a counseling case* it's danui easy to fall into reformist mistakes*
,
That doesn't '

mean* though, that the reformism is inherent in tiie "service*" -

.

'•#

With Whom Do We Work? 4
The Center sees it as important to work with all of tbcee folks in the military..^

and around it who are oppressed by the military* That includes Third World people,f^
and dependents and women who join the military* It includes some people who are
second and tiiird termers, tt includes gay people in the military* But our e^er-
lance has been that most of tiie folks with whom we work are white men, usually
single and straight, from working cl'.ss backgrounds* Because we are so far from
Camp Pendleton* titey are also likely to be in the Navy* We see working witia tiiat %‘r

group of people as very Important, but not the only work we do* M
That groi^ of pe(^le, Ininany ways, determines our mass line* That is,

"

we think the things we- eay-and.i^ pubUcaJ^^ should be understandable to those
people* For Instance, when we talk about racism 'a^d struggles of Third World
people, we nmst make sure to make it understandable to the white working class
men i^o are tiie largest part of our consUtoency, We must also do it in a way tiiat

r57*
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doesn't make them feel like shit for being racist. It doesn't mean tiiat we should'
•. • avoid or .''dampen" struggles arcund racism, sexism, or anything else. Jbutlt)

means we must conduct those struggles in English. It means we have to clearly-

identify who our enemy is and who are friends are, and have to make &e points -we

./ raise clear to people who aren't directly involved in that struggle.' ‘
i

What Are ^e Issues Around which We Work?
.jm
-m

From our three goals come some general direction for the kinds of tasks '-m
we undertake, and the way we do them. Here are several general areas in which

the Center has worked over the last year. In all of these areas, we feel that it's

critical to keep a class perspective and to talk about the issues in a way that raisesa

class issues.

1. Working and living conditions . After the peace agreements were signed,;^-

we had a lo't of discussion at the Center about what our work should be like. We
decided that we should orient our work, particularly witii Uie Navy, around working'^^
and living conditions. Our decisions and practice since then have shown this to be'i^||,^

our main 'area of work. It includes everything from health and safety violations oni|^,
ships to substandard food to long working hours to hazardous work. These prob-'m
lems, particularly in the Navy, have come to us again and again over the last year.'^^:

They are problems that many people in the Navy, and a lesser number of Marines,

feel strongly. •
’

It's an area that allows us to raise important political issues. Many folks w

know things are bad on ships and bases because the Navy is still involved in Zndo-
china. Unlike other services, it has never come back from WesPac for recupera-
tion and. rebuilding. Rather, WesPac cruises and recon flights continue, with yard
periods few and far between. Damage done to ships by long years of war have not
been repaired. The damage is worsened instead by continued overuse. Equipment$^i
falls apart. Fires start. Itls easy to talk about and struggle around the relations

between those problems and the Navy's Continued commitment to Indochina, as well

as its growing commitment to the Middle'East and to several African countries. - ' T:^pz

It's easy to talk about imperialism. '^'^1^'

Work arotind working and living conditions also gives us a chance to talk
: %

witii people about the relation between work in the. military and work as civilians, ki

We can talk about common problems and solutions, and fight the idea that tiiese 7
problems are unique to the military.

Cooptation and reformism connected witti this kind of work are problems
which need to be studied by us, and by the uhole GI movement. We also need
think about &e fact that not all parts of-the Navy are equally affected by these prdb'4.t‘^

lems. Folks in administrative or computer work, for instance, don't feel the
problems as strongly, and working and living conditions aren't as good a vehicle
for organizing with them. . '



:^nitions. Part is doneThe Center has d^e a lot of work around tiiese coinitions. Part is done
in prcpagainda work, Por instance, an article by a sailor in UFTB led to a quick . 7;

'de>roaching of the USS Jason's mess. On the USS Agerholtil, we helped with a V^

ship’s underground newspaper, that talked about working.-conditions and about demo*v.i,y^|.

cratic rights. .The’; editors of the Scaggie Aggie Review alsO'planned a press con-
; ..

ference for the day the ship was leaving on -a WesPac cruise, to protest bad condi-

tions, safety hazards, and fau '•/ 3"uipment on the ship. When one of them was
busied for calling the press conference—and charged with solicitation to mutiny—
we formed a defense committee to support him. The line we pufdow through the

committee didn‘fc..just talk about his freedom to have a press conferetiqe; it also

talked about the need to fight against bad working conditions, and aboui'why they
r are 60 bad,

2, Civ liberties and democratic rights . This includes work against illegal

and vmfair use of the ^JCMJ and military regs, against repressive measures by
j

the military, against harassment of lower-ranking peopled And it includes work
for the rights of political expression and organizing. Much of our counseling fits

into this area, sinqe.in many'case s our counseling helps folks to fight for righto that/^

have been denied themv This v/ork is some of our main work with Marines, since

the Corps is one of the most repressive- institutions around; but the Navy isn't ex-

actly free from ouch problans. ...S'
'

S/

We feel that ouqh campaigns are particularly important in the military.
; ;

Since the military runs on abuses of authority and on fear, fights for civil liber « >4

ties help to weak':', tke military. They help to make it more di£ticult for the mili'--
. i,

tary to carry out im^er^liom,

• Ohd campaign of this sort was carried out on the Chicago, where one of the

edi:;:ore of the Pig Boat Blues refused ab-iUegal locker inspection. He was written
.

. V .up for refusing an order, and took the matter to federal court,* He lost there,

-some delays; but not before the command on his ship was thoroughly haraesnd.
'

.On tlie Chicago (and to a lesser extend on other ships) that work resu Ited.in a lot

i..^f quiet support for tins guy, but npt much active support, • After the ship sailed,' '^^

other ssdlors put pressure on the .Pig Boat. Blues editors to discontinue the paper
ro -

'aat they would net all be h?-.ras8ed. Cadre on the ship figure this was due to

a lack of work with people on their part. V.'hile lots of attention war paid to the
.-k!

publicity and legal aspects of this case, we didn't make clear enough the meaning
of the struggle and its irnplicationB for ofher people, . .

Another campaign took place at Camp Pendleton, where we worked with a
group of black and white Marines who were outraged about abuses of authority, their

lack of rights, and the racism, of titeir commaiid. People were railroaded at

Article 15 hearings; people quaUfied for schools or advancement were denied witli-^'^'

out reason; one man with a medical light duty .chit - forced to pull weeds with
broken fingers after they tore up his light-duty medical chit; blacks in the.unit

— f*
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were routinely called "black easter bunnies;" the command systematically abusec

.its authority and denied the basic rights o£ men in the unit.

We helped these folks with a congressional investigation of their unit, with

advice on writing up officers under Article 138, with other legal advice, and with j
numerous copies df'Turning tiie Regs Around, so that misuse of regulations could :

^

be challenged. This campaign, unfortunately, came to a premature end when the

command separated the leaders d the group by transferring them, and banned our

staff person from the base. (Several months later, the batallion commander was
transferred. We have no evidence- that our work was related to that, but it's cer«

tainly a possibility.

)

3. Work in support of Third World struggles and around racism. As a

white group, we don't feel that it would be right for us to try to org^ize Third World
GIs around Third.World issues. Our experience has shown us that most Third World
GIs think that it would be wrong too. However, we do think it's important for us ;>

to give support to Third World GIs in tiiose struggles. Sf'm'.-imes this has taken

organizational form. We've provided support for the Black Serviceman's Caucus,

and worked together with them around the riots on the Kitty Hawk and the demon- '5.

stration by black sailors on the Constellation. More recently, we worked with thenii^'

on the Chicago, where they worked with a group of black sailors while we worked
with white sailors. . t-

Sometimes, we work with informal groups of black or other Third World
sailors or Marines, providing legal help, publicity, and back-up. During this last

year, for instance, we provided support for a group of black sailors at the Naval
Hospital. With our help, they put together a press conference protesting discriml-

f'

nation against black students in corps school. While we made suggestions in that

situation, we felt it would have been wrong to try to give their action much direction.

They'were unwilling to look to us for that direction, too, and the problems they . f'

faced in carrying out the action reflected the need for a black GI group (the Black.; ^
Servicemen's Caucus wasn't going at the time).

M
At the same time, we feel that it's important for us to deal with racism withF

white Gl's and their families. It's important to shownot just that racism exists,

but where it comes from and who it serves. So our discussions and work around
racism usually makes connections between the problems that Third World people
and white people face. We try to show why -it's in the interest of white sailors aind

Marines .to reject racist atUtujies, and try not to present a moralistic line that simp-
ly says racism isn't nice. •

-
- •

-f'

4. Work with women. Although the Center has never been very consistent
in its work with women, we feel that it's an important area of work, and one which
we -shouldn't abandon. -Especially as the military increases the number of
women in each br^ch of the service, we can't ignore this part of the military. In
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'. ! last 7 : ‘.r, miuch of our work with women in the military has been with women 'V

who are gay, who came to us' first for legal advice about witchhunts or bad dis-

charges, and who got involved in political struggles arbund other issues that af-
' '

feet them. Despite the incredible fear the military creates among gay people, we
found these folks to be very strong fighters. With these women, our work has -

been mostly around legal hassles and abuse of authority, and working and livf.ug

conditions; and secondarily around the sexism and anti-gay biases they face. Our
work with women has shown us that -if we intend to work with women in the mili-

- tary, we must be willing to take on the "question"; of gayness amd develop a posi-

fcion on working with gay military people. If we don't do that, we'll be xmable to deal

with many of the military women we meet, and with some of &e heaviest problems
they face in tlie military, ' -

Work with dependents, we feel, is also very important. Most of our contact
' v/ith dependents is through legal counseling, thou^ we have worked with several

groups ofwomen who protested working conditions on ships, their husbands' hours

and schedules, and the Navy's disregard for families. We feel that this is an im-
portant area 'Of work; and also feel that specific problems of dependents themselves,

such as the Champus (insurance) cuts and bad hospital care, should be taken on by

GI projects. ’

'
i

5, Work against imperialism . In our section on goals, we explained what
we see as the mUitary's relation to imperialism, and why it's necessary to raise :

the issue of imperialism in working e.*i'vb military people. Much of that work is

done through propiiiganda in Up From the Bottom, For instance, one sailor wrote
an excellent sb 'les-'of articles about Navy strategy-'and imperialism, which talked

about what aircraft carriers are used fbr, why working and living conditions are
related to imperialism, and -‘why the Navy keeps trying to run all over the world.

The issue of imperialism is also raised, as we said, in talking about work-
ing and living conditions, particularly onboard ships. For instance, in working !;,

witii people on the Kitty Hawk before its last WesPac cruise, we talked about the
problems of the ship in the context of its role in -ndochina.

What Do We Encourage Folks to Do? . .
•

•

Work airo^ih-d all of these issues comes and goes. Like every other project,

we hSve peaks of activity and slov/ periods where not much is happening. During
these slow periods, we're faced witt* a problem that we're sure many other projects

face--what to encourage folks to do if they're interested in the movement. -1

We encotirage people- to do day-to-day fighting back, on Uieir Ships and bases,-

and to teach other people' in'-their commeuids how to do so. Article 138's, 139's,

and other charges against office, and Article 15 appeals give people a concrete
v/ay to fight back against their command, and a way to show other people that they
have some power.

-6l- I
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UFTB has. been a- main area we've tried to involve folks, in, and a number^^,
of active-duty.people wbrWon the paper (that number varies, greatly from issue t^r
issue). We've found; thoilgh,' that the folks Who stay with the paper are usually
the folks that started out with other aspects of work, and through that (through, say.

a campaign against harassment on their ship) saw the value of the newspaper. •

Folks who just stop by for a newspaper meeting often don't stay with the paper.
That may.be a criticism of the way we handle UFTB, or may be in the nature of

work in this area. We see UFTB both as an organizing tool and as a propaganda
y

tool. It's not just a way to print good ideas, but also a place where active duty

folks and "dependents" can develop skills a’s organizers,- can learn to put forward
their ideas, and can write smd talk about methods of dealing with the military.

We also encourage the development of ship's papers, and this has been
real exciting. On the USS Duluth there have been, in the last year, and a half,

two underground papers, both' well loved. On t^e. Chicago, prior to its sailing,

seyeral issues of the Pig Boat Blues received much support on the ship, and '

helped to involve new folks in work on tiie Chicago. On the Aggerholm, the T.o-

view^ provif’.ed a vehicle for folks who wanted to deal with a tyrranical command
and with incredibly bad conditions. We've found that ship's papers serve as a
good example to folks on other ships who' wonder what they can do.

«

We have wanted to involve people in ongoing study, but this has been a

weakness of ours. Until now, no organized study group has existed, despite ou:.

recognition of the.need for one. That's been partly because of objective probler,.tf'{p

(like. WesPac cruises that decimate potential study groups), partly because of ov!?:

own lack of discipline, and partly because of unevenness in our work. We're no'.v

trying to get a study group going, , .'Ir

But these- are only partial solutions. We think it's really important that

there be another organizational form to involve folks in. The Military Rights

Committee was an attempt at such an active-duty organization, working closely

with the Center, that would allow folks to become part of activity, take on cam-
paings of their own, and work jointly with the collective in directing the work of

the Center.

.
The Committee didn't work, for several reasons* One was that the diS"

tlnctions between the Center and the-Committee were never worked out. Active •M
H.:-

'uS:

duty fplks on the committee were sometimes also a part of the Center collective,

and had their work and political identity divided between the two. Programs
and projects, then, were often carried out in the name of the Center rather than

the Compiittee.. :Another-rea8on for our failure was the slowness of the Comnu'iC:oe|

to get started on actual projects. It spent many meetings putting together a list

of demetnde, and thinking about things to do, witiiout actually doing them. Some
folks lost interest after a while and didn't come back. It was hard to tell new folks
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about the Committee when we couldn’t show them what it was doing. Finally, the

problems of duty, cruises and transfers made it hard to have meetings and get

everyone together at once.
.

We learned much from.th^se prjoblenM (unfortunately^^

we learned the liard way), and hope that we'll be able to do a better job the next'^

tinne around. For we think that kind of organization is a really necessary part of

G1 movement Work. c

What Is Our Relaticn to other Parts of the Movement?
•V

M

We feel that the G1 movement is part of the whole people's movement, and

that it needs to build ties with that movement. This is particularly true of the

civilian working people's movement. In’order to do that, we've tried to.develop

ties With other movements in this area, and to dp joint work with them. That's rl

taken a number of fo' ms. Work with the Wildcat, a local worlq>lace newspaper,

and with the UFW, has helped us to talk about the problems working, people face 7
as civilians, and to make comparisons witi^ the military. ' Picketing with &e Farm-
workers,' and putting on a farmworkers program, have taught sailors and Marihesj|<:

about the need for solidarity as well as the problems faced by farmworkers.
Friendship with a local Center for Radical Education has theant that Gls who go to

their programs find friendship and encouragement among civilian activi.'itr. Work^
with the local Indochina Peace Campaign, with ad-hoc civilian groups planning

demonstrations,' and with civilian undergroxmd newspapers, has been beneficial

for our work and theirs.

We rdsb see a need for more political and organisational unity between

f
'Vfp.'

different sections of the movement. Towards- that end, we became part of a short-^
./a

lived Communications Network, where for several months different groups could

share experience's and work on joint projects. Although that organizational form
didn't last very long, and had serious political weaknesses, we feel that the attemptT
was important, and we've tried to continue to talk and work.and struggle wittt other/i.:

parts of the movement here. From that experience we know that our staff and'the

active-duty folks here have grown. ,i*w'

' Summary

Over the past couple of years, we have been in touch with people on a numbe:
of ships and bases, and have beai able to contribute to several struggles around the '

isrues talked about in this report. Even with the ups and downs that the whole move
ment experiences (as well as with our own particular problems) we have pretty '7'

consistently been able to stay in touch with what's happening in the Pacific Fleet,

We have developed a mass line that is effective in raising political issues ..'J;

in a way that people can relate to and understand. We think that our work in this 7:

area is a significant contribution to the movement as a whole, nih
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Perhaps . our ;eingle biggest weakness is in the area of

and ,cadre,de|yelopm^t.v,.,The report notes our.lack of success,wi&^study grpups;^^
and G1 organizations. We don't yet understand well enough how to apply what
we've learned about mass line to the question of cadre development.

; . ,

Another problem tha.tis implicit in the repoy-t is our.work with the Marine
Corps. It hasn't been very consistent.; For a number of reaspps-'the Crops being
very hard to deal with, fpr one, and our dis.tance from the nearest major base
(40 miles) for euiother«>our contact with K^ripes has been characterized by.people

conung to us for help around a particular issue or struggle and us being unable to

follow up as well as we'd like to.

On the whole, our work.has been solid, but certainly not spectacular.

Iliere are still a number of problems and questions that we all face—and the right

answers can move us all ahead dramatically. .It's our hope that this conference .

will help us all as we try to solve them. > ,i-. , .. .v.,.-,

Ft. Bragg. G1 Union ^

Discussion

^’1

The question of who should get the bulletin. Anyone who asked for it would
probably have a legitimate reason for seeing it; assuming there was no security

hassle. Perhaps some potentially interested people are not aware of it and should be^
informed. People like ex«GI organizers. We all face the problem of being iso-

lated from the movement in general, largely because most of the left is not inter-

ested in GI work anymore. The Bulletin might be a good thing for them to get.

Not unsolicited, of course, but after some exploratory discussions,
'

. To illustrate the problem of isolation we should look at the example of Chile,’|^P

We would probably agree that the failure of Allene's coalition was that quality of its

political line, their trust in non-violent, legal partUamentary struggle. The coup

marked in th® words of MIR, the death of atragic illusion. One of liie fallings of
. 7;^

that line was ignoring the need to orgeuiize rank and file soldiers, sailors, and air-

men> Uie need to neutralize the armed forces- of the bourgeoisie. The record shows '^
that there Was substantial support for the workers* government among the raik

and file military. Half of the army's troops were confined to barracks during the

coup because the fascists deemed them unreliable. Many heroic individuals and

several entire units took up arms against the junta. .A majority of the NCO academy^,
and even some members of the officer coprs joined the workers. The parties of

the left, however, with the exception of MIR, appear to haye ignored the task of
.

org2mizing the armed forces; and MIR's effort was too little and too late. M^
laimched a support campaign for victims of the military's political, clean-up cam-
paing which took -place the week before the coup. Navy officials rounded up sail-

ors who eng£(ged in such activities as informal discussions around newspaper

articles and tortured and hung them. MIR .went into the port city of Valparaiso .on
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Saturday before the coup on Teuaday and hs^ed'out leaflets (and were arrested for

their trouble).
_

.

MIR learned the lesson, ' apparently, because since the coup diey have aimed

a substantial portion of their propaganda .at the rank and file military. Either

their efforts or the spontaneous development.of the struggle have borne fruit. .

Last spring an entire squadron of Hawker jets was disabled when saboteurs threw .- V’

dirt into the engines. The entire squadron was arrested,- officers, and enlisted) but

the perpetrators were not found., The victory was consolidated when British workers^^

at Rolls Royce refused to build replacement engines. In tAugu.st several members of ^^"

a destroyer crew were hung for mutiny when they protested long working hours.

More than a hundred servicemen have been charged with various offenses, include

ing-capital offenses, for acts during and since the coup*. (One duty of us in the US
GI movement is to organize a defense campaign in support of the resisters. - This

writer has written and talked to several papers and Chilean support groups with as

yet no respmse).
'

•.W •

In an article in Radical America, Matt Rinaldi mentioned that revolution-

aries in the past have mainly dealt with d^e.military during the period of armed
struggle and he cites the experience of the Cub^s, Vietnamese and Bolsheviks.

Those organizing drives, however, were not last minute, spur of the moment af-

fairs when communists walked into the military, camps the day .before a battle say- .

ing, "Hey, guys, join us instead bl( them. " They were the result of months and -

years of tedious, demoralizing, nitty gritty organizing: of sending cadre into the ’:7|)
military, of leaflettihg bases, and dealing ^th familige and vets' groups. The

'

left tendencies must not agree because they are not doing much about it. Some
.

have said that they agree that Gl organizihg is important,, but not just now. Perhaps
Bragg and the 82nd give an unrepre8entafi>^ vista, but it seems from here that

later will be too late. We may not be on the precipice of the struggle to seize

state power, but we are never far away from mobilizations .of the military. In the

last 11 months at Bragg we have seen the Mid East alert. Operation Garden Plot,'

and a National Guard mobilization around the' July 4th demo in.Raleigh. We are
obliged to- struggle with our comrades of the left over this issue.. H we do not get

them to become committed to active duty .organizing we should try to get them at.

least to see the issue and do something small, like publicizing our struggles and.

analyses. Probably no one in the US lives more than 50 or a hundred miles from a
National Guard armory. Why are more revolutionaries not dealing Widi guardsmenM

. ’-W
Regarding implementation of ttie above proposals; possibly one reason Gl

struggles do not get more attention is that we are not conscientious enough to get

out press releases to the largest circulation left papers. Finances may keep many.|^:
out of us from contacting all of the smaller papers, those directed to a community
or other select constituency. For some reason, however, some papers do not
print news that we do send them. Perhaps in some cases 'they actually "do not have^^
room, " but it appears that other times it is a situation of policy^ We on the o&errfS^^
hand should not .make the sectarian mistake of refusing to approach them because
we disagree with'their line in general.' Everyone needs'to be made aware :o£ the
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G1 struggle.

One thing we might do ^t the conference would be to draft a "statement to

the left, aeldhg tiiiat Aey cover our, struggles in their'^press, ' Possibly.we could

get together a press release reporting: on,the conference.
/ V

.'f
The Dutch Conference

.

'
r...

As things stand now, it appears that only two or three stateside.,projects

will be sending a representative to Ultrecht. Finances are the major obstacle. -

It might be useful at the Chicago conference to examine tiie possiblity of pooling

resources to send,more people; work out something for instance where.- we all
,

.

chip in $100 per project arid send a couple of representatives fpr all of us.

(Selection ought to be an interesting process, ji ^ ^

We have written the Dutch folks asking whether they would be arhenable tp

us sending lite^rature and graphic displays (posters, photos, literature , .paste'

ups of clippings, etc.). We have set up such displays at various meetings with ;

pretty good success. Perhaps the. -folks in Germany could help coordinate this;

maybe they could do tr^slating.

'

Commercial air fare from New York is about $500* Passports are re-

^uired but not visas. To get a passport you must. go to a passport office, located

,inutile nearest district court building,' with a birth certificate and two passport

photos,. The fee is about $12^ photos cost around $6, and birth certificate, copies

are $2 or less. Active’'duty, reserves, and national guard can fly for free on
military hops. To get the necessary paperwork you must apply for regular leave

to specified countries 30 days in advance. Regular scheduled cargo flights go to W
Frankfurt, Ge.;|’inahy.and Torrejon, Spain ftom Dover, Del., and Charleston,

S.C. Your.unlt commander iS'supposed to verify that you have adequate finances

for a return .fare^' but what hd'requires will more or less depend on how much of

a.prick he is. Flight is on a space-available basis so expect to wait more than 24
hours and possibly 3 or 4 days at both ends, so schedule leave accordingly. You
must sign up for a flight in person at theibase passenger terminal in squared away^j^f-

dress winter uniforms with a fresh haircut. During the waiting periods you can
stay in transient barracks for about a buck a night. Baggage-is searched at both

ends by MPs so do not take anything like bulk literature or unauthorized military
equipment fe. g. , sleeping bags or blankets). The military says you don't need a
passport to cross borders as long as you carry your ID card and the leave orders
but it's a good idea to take one anyway. It takes about 3 wedcs to get a passport
from the local court building office; you can get one in three hours by going to tiie

passport office on the first floor of the state department building in Washington,
D.C.

>Z‘':

v V;'.'

•V’

When putting in leave requests in would be best to specify that you are
going to Germany, Spain, France, Belgium and the Netherlands. This way you -

can get either the Spain or Germany flights aad also cover your ass, if stopped by
anyone for any re.ason while travelling from the departure point to the conference.
L.and transportation is available from botii Fremkfurt and Torrejon to Holland
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(by train) at fairly reasonable rates, a, travel agend could tell you exactly how
much. • Special services at Frankfurt has busses that go to Amsterdam but &ey
aren’t bn a daily basis and probably wouldn't fit the schedule, pepehdehts^ar^^l

also eligible for these flights but they have to go through the same paperwork*

Hitch hiking in Europe is at least as risky as in the states; you never know
whether the local cops will bust you for it. Getting a hop is easier than tiiis expla>

nation makes it sound as long as you follow the rules.
'

' "
'

' -

Mailing Permits ' -

We started looking into mailing permits when we realised Uiat the last '

issue of BRAGG BRIEFS was gong to cost $160.

Changes in second class privileges regulations have made it almost im-
'possible’for movement papers to qualify. You must pay a non-refundable $100

fee to apply. The majority of circulation must be paid subscriptions or news-
stand sales. You must state a regular publication date and maintain it to keep the

permit. You must maintain financial records which will be inspected Mice a year

by a postal inspector.

*i'or non-profit privileges you must show the post office 'official papers of

inforporation as a non-profit organization. This means getting a state charter,

maintaining a boird of directors and keeping minutes of meetings. This stuff is «'

also subject to inspection. There are ways to get around some of this but we
decided that it was not worth the hassle. :

Third class bulk permit costs 15 d.ollar8 and doesn't require any of the

above paperwork. For all tlicse permits tlicre is some formifilling and. sorting

required at each mailing, but it's not thatmuch trouble. ^nd the post office can

explain it to you. Third class bulk is what we decided to get. For any of these

permits you can get address corrections from bad addresses by printing "ad-
.

dress correction requested" on the face of . the paper or envelope. If you want
the thing returned print "return requested" on the front, but you will have to pay
10^ plus whatever the original postage was.’ Address corrections only cost 10^

each.'V.
f

' '

. t
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